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PREFACE

The surface layers of the oceans are fairly
stratified with a top mixed layer of nearly uniform

temperature (also density) over a layer of negative
thermal gradient called thermocline. The mixed layer
depth in the ocean has important significance in
performance for sonar/under water communication,

fisheries and biological productivity. Prediction of
mixed layer can be based on an understanding of mixed

layer dynamics, controlled by wind forcing, heat exchanges
at the surface mixing by turbulence and convection,
advection, convergence/divergence and internal waves.

The mixed layer depth distribution in the Arabian
Sea is-mainly influenced by southwest and northeast

monsoons and.the respective reversals of currents and
gyre systems. The mixed layer depth characteristics
in the Arabian Sea with special reference to its annual
and short term predictability is the aspect of study
in this thesis. Climatological data from the atlases
of Wooster et al. (1967), Hastenrath and Lamb (1979)

and Robinson et al. (1979) and 8T/hydrometeorological

data collected during UCEANAVEX (l973—74LMONSUON (1977)

and the local cruise of MV PRASIKSHANI have been

analysed to present the variability of the mixed layer
depth in relation to the causative factors.

The break up of the thesis into the different
chapters is as follows:
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Chapter I presents a general introduction on the
mixed layer depth, its characteristics and causative
factors with a review of earlier works on the topic
followed by the details of the study area, data sources
and quality and methodology of the analysis.

Chapter II has two sections. Section I deals
with the variability of surface wind field, net heat
gain and sea surface temperature in the Arabian Sea.
In Section II a discussion on the_variability of wind
(mechanical) and convective mixing in relation to

observed mean monthly mixed layer depth For the Arabian

Sea subareas is presented.

Chapter III presents a discussion on advection,

convergence/divergence and internal oscillations,
influencing the mixed layer variability.

Chapter IV deals with the spatial and seasonal
variability of the mixed layer depth in the Arabian Sea.

In Chapter V,short term predictive characteristics
of mixed layer depth For deep oceanic and shallow coastal

stations in the Arabian Sea are discussed by presenting an
evaluation of a simple one dimensional prediction scheme.

A summary of the above studies is presented with

conclusions on variability of mixed layer depth in
relation to the causative factors and its predictability
in the Arabian Sea in Chapter VI.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Mixed layer depth and its importance

The top layer of the ocean forms the link
between the atmosphere and the deeper waters. As a result
of turbulent mixing at the surface under the predominant
effects of wind stress and heat exchange the vertical
distribution of water characteristics is purely uniform.
The bottom of this layer marks the limit of atmospheric
influence and generally coincides with the Ekman depth of

frictional influence. This surface layer absorbs the
solar energy incident at the surface and contains the
momentum imparted by the wind stress at the surface,

thus acting as a buffer modifying the exchanges between

the atmosphere and the deeper waters. The atmosphere in
turn derives an immense energy back in the form of cyclonic
heat potential stored, from the surface layers, thereby
influencing the weather and climate. Convergence,

divergence, eddies and internal waves affecting the surface
layer depth leads to the modification and change in
circulation in the deeper waters. The mixed layer depth
sets a vertical limit for fisheries exploitation, as it
is related to the productivity of waters with nutrients’
stirred up from the bottom. Variation in the mixed
layer depth affects the sonar propagation limiting the

horizontal range characteristics. The mixed layer depth
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information to be used in general circulation models
and atmospheric boundary layer models cannot be overlooked

(Meehl, 1984).

1.2 Definition of Mixed Layer Depth (MLD)

The surface mixed layer can be easily identified
from the vertical thermal structure of the ocean. Usually
the vertical temperature profile in the ocean will have
an isothermal part in the top layer followed by steeper
thermal gradients (thermocline) overlying deeper layers
with mild gradients. The thickness of the turbulent,
homogeneous surface layer experiencing greater seasonal

changes in temperature is referred to as the mixed layer
depth (MLD). A number of definitions are in use
depending on the purpose for which the information on

MLD is required.

Schott (1902) defined mixed layer depth as the
depth upto the top of the thermocline having a minimum

gradient of 2°C in 25 m. According to Defant (1961) the
top of the thermocline in the tropical Indian Ocean is
to be fixed at a depth where the average gradient in
temperature is equal to or more than 0.508 in 10 m.
For climatological purposes the MLD is defined as the

depth_at which the temperature drops by l or l.l0C from
the surface value (Laevastu and Hela, 1970; Robinson et al.
1979; Wyrtki, 1971). Wyrtki (1971) proposed two criteria
for MLD and used the average of the two values for

presenting MLD distribution in the Indian Ocean. In the



first method the shallowest 5 m depth interval of the
bathythermograph data with a temperature difference of
0.50C is located. The depth of intersection of a tangent
joining the depths defining the above interval and the
vertical from the sea surface temperature (SST) is taken

as the MLD. According to the second criterion the mixed
layer depth is the depth where 10C fall from the surface
temperature is observed. Colborn (1975) followed the
same criterion for his extensive work on thermal structure
of the Indian Ocean.

1.3 Variability_of Mixed Layer Depth (MLD)

1.3.1 Diurnal variability

The day time heating of the surface layers increases
the negative temperature gradients in the upper layer and
results in the decrease of surface layer depth. According
to La Fond (1954) the MLD gets capped by transient

thermoclines in the afternoon due to heating from 0900 hrs
to about 1500 hrs when maximum surface temperature is

observed. Following this, the surface layers get cooled
owing to a reduction in solar radiation. The convection
resulting from cooler and denser surface waters extends to
greater depths, destroying the gradients created in the
afternoon. The cooling continues in the night making the
surface layer isothermal at 0000 hrs. Slight positive
gradients are noticed at 0600 hrs in the morning due to a
delay in the subsurface cooling. The response of the upper
ocean layer to diurnal cycle has also been discussed by



Defant (1961). The shallowing of the layer during day
heating and deepening due to night cooling have been
recently asserted by Woods et al. (1986) Gargett et al.
(1979) and Gregg et al. (1985). Variation of MLD from

this observed diurnal cycle depends on the location,
season and the meteorological conditions,For instance

a change in the diurnal cycle may be induced by stormy

weather and overcast sky.

1.3.2 Seasonal variability

Seasonal variability of MLD shows a similarity
in heating and cooling to that of the diurnal cycle, but
on an extended time scale in the annual cycle. The
surface layer is isothermal and deeper in autumn and
winter when the sea loses heat to the atmosphere, except
in areas near current boundaries. The net heat gain
during spring and summer causes shallow seasonal

thermoclines and lower values of MLD. However, this

pattern of MLD variation in the annual cycle can be
disturbed by several factors. For instance in the North
Indian Ocean, reversing monsoonal winds and currents

and the resulting convergence/divergence patterns change
the annual variability of MLD. Regional differences in
the coastal upwelling/sinking and net heat transfer also
cause perturbations in the cycle.

Both unimodal and bimodal oscillation of MLD

have been observed in the Arabian Sea. In the bimodal

pattern the mixed layer deepens during winter and shoals



during spring and summer. Late summer cooling deepens

the surface layers again. The secondary warming during
August/September makes the MLD shallower with a subsequent

cooling and deepening towards winter. In the unimodal
oscillations the mid summer deepening is supressed due

to localised coastal phenomena such as surface convergence/

divergence causing upwelling and sinking. In the central
and western Arabian Sea areas bimodal oscillations are

commonly observed in the annual cycle while in the
northeastern and eastern coastal areas a unimodal pattern
is apparent (Sharma, 1968; Colborn, 1975; Narayana Pillai

et al., 1980).

1.4 Factors affecting MLD variability

The Factors controlling the MLD can be grouped

under 4 major heads, viz., heat exchange at the surface,
mixing by wind stress and convection, vertical and
horizontal advection resulting in convergence/divergence
and internal oscillations (Laevastu and Hela, l970). The
variation in intensity of the above processes in time and
space decides the vertical extent of the mixed layer
depth in the oceans. For short periods from a Few hours
to a month the vertical one dimensional processes of heat
and_momentum transfers at the surface controls the vertical

structure of the temperature and the mixed layer depth
(Niiler and Kraus, 1977). For longer periods of more than
a month to a year or more, horizontal processes due to
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advection are equally dominant as the net poleward

transport of heat by currents is to be taken into account
(Pond and Pickard, 1983).

1.4.1 Surface wind stress and waves

The classical work of Ekman (1905) analysed the

influence of wind stress on the surface boundary layer.
Theoretical studies of Rossby and Montgomery (1935)

established the depth of wind mixed layer as a function of
wind speed and latitude. Using this steady state theory,
Lumby (1955) calculated layer depth as a function of
mean-wind for 100 squares. Laevastu (1960) obtained an
anoirical relationship for turbulent mixing based on

fifififldhoidal characteristics of wave spectrum corresponding
IIIIfIg§§nt wind speeds. There are a.number of empirical
relating forced mixing to wind and waves
((Neumann,.l955; Mazeika, 1960). Miropolsky (1970) pointed

out the-important role of surface wind in supplying the
mechanical energy required for mixing. Pollard and

Millard (1970) and Gonella (197l)demonstrated the effect
of variability of local wind on the dynamics of the marine
upper layer. Increase in layer depth and decrease in

surface temperature was related to high wind speeds and
upward heat flux and conversely decrease in the layer
depth to low wind speed and downward heat flux (Elsberry

and Camp, 1978; Elsberry and Raney, 1978). Prangsma and

Cruseman (1984) observed that the MLD generally responded

to changes in wind speed within a few hours. Longuet



Higgins and Turner (1974) and Toba et a1. (1975) have
extended wave theories to the mechanical turbulence at

the surface. Turner (1981) relates mixing to the Langmuir
Cells produced by wind driven current.

1.4.2 Heat exchange, absorption and convective mixing

Heat exchange between the ocean and the atmosphere

changes the surface density and affects the buoyancy
fluxes. Kitaigorodskii (1960) proposed a balance
between the kinetic energy due to wind stress and the
stabilising buoyancy flux at an equilibrium depth. This
argument requires MLD to be shallow during heating and

deep during cooling. When there is net heat input to the
sea surface, an increasing stabilising density gradient
inhibits mixing. When there is net cooling at night or
in the winter, convection extends to the mixed layer
entraining colder waters from below (Foster, 1965;
Mo Alister and Mc Leish, 1969; Katsaros et al., 1977).
Laevastu (1960) Defant (1961) and James (1966) have

formulated methods to calculate the depth of convective
mixing from heat loss and density structure. Woods (1980)
examined the variation of convection in the mixed layer

for diurnal as well as annual cycles.

The surface fluxes of radiation heat and momentum

affecting the buoyancy andturbulent mixing have been

examined by many workers (Berliand, 1960; Lumb, 1964;

Laevastu and Hubert, 1965; James, 1966; Matsuike et al.,

1970; Pond, 1971; Budyko, 1974; Smith and Banks, 1975;



The investigation of penetration of solar energy
and the net heat available at the surface must clearly
take into account the properties of absorption and
scattering of sea water. Studies on this aspect both
theoretical and experimental, have been reported by
several authors (Jerlov, 1968; Tyler, 1968; Tyler and
Smith, 1970). The fraction of solar energy absorbed by
the top 5 m is about 69% for clear water and about
89% for the turbulent water. The vertical thermal

gradient created by the difference in absorption at

different levels and in water types determines the vertical
extent of mechanical and convective mixing due to windsfiress

and buoyancy fluxes.

$3 Advection and convergence/divergence

[he effects of advection and convergence/divergence

e gt; an important influence on MLD (La Fond, 1954;
Laevaatu and Hela, 1970). Advection transports heat,
thereby causing changes in the surface layer temperature.
However, density currents in the northern hemisphere
results in deeper surface layers on the right hand side
and shallower on the left hand side (Sverdrup et al., l947).
The upwelling motion near the coasts induced by convergence/

divergence have been examined by O'Brien and Hurlbert (1972)
‘and Gill and Clarke (1974) who found correlation between

the movements of thermocline (and the mixed layer) and long

shore wind stress variations. The horizontal mMwergence/

divergence associated with storm induced inertial rotation



of the currents can lead to significant vertical
displacements of the thermocline along the path of storms
(Leipper, 1967; O'Brien et al., 1977). Wind stress
curl-driven vertical velocity determines the horizontal
distribution of MLD, according to De Szoeke (1980). He

observed enhancement of deepening in downwelling regions

of convergence (negative wind stress curl) and attenuation
of deepening or even shallowing in upwelling regions of

divergence (positive curl).

1.4.4 Internal oscillations

Internal waves affect the time variation of the

mixed layer depth by virtue of the oscillations about the
mean position, with periods ranging from Brunt Vaisala to
inertial ranges. Internal waves contribute to mixing in
the thermal/density fine structure (Munk, 1981). Linden
(1975) and Kantha (1977) observed that mixed layer

deepening by entrainment of colder water from below was

reduced by internal waves radiating energy away from the
area.

1.5 Theoretical models of MLD

A number of models have been proposed simulating

time variability of MLD. In general these can be
classified into the integral or slab models and the
differential or multilevel models. Examples of the first
class of models are those of Laevastu and Hubert (1965),
James (1966), Kraus and Turner (1967), Kitaigorodosky and

Miropolsky (1970), Pollard et al. (1973), Denman (1973),
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Denman and Miyake (1973), Niiler (1975), Bill and
Turner (1976) and De Szoeke and Rhines (1976). The second

class of models includes those proposed by Mellor and
Durbin (1975), Marchuk et al. (1977), Madsen (1977)
and Kondo et al. (1979).

The integral models are based on the principles
that mechanical turbulence generated by the surface wind
stress changes the potential energy of the temperature
profile by mixing buoyant water down-ward from the surface.

The equations are derived from energy balance considerations
assuming the pre+existence of a homogeneous mixed layer

and ignoring eddy diffusivities. The governing expressions
forsflab models are obtained by integrating the equation
for surface exchange of heat and momentum. The secondcjass

of models is based on one dimensional diffusive processes
assuming the upper layer not to be well mixed. A closure
system of turbulence and thermodynamic equations determines

the vertical temperature structure in details.

Both types of models are one dimensional and

neglect advective and horizontal processes. The integral
models are conceptually simple. But the closure schemes
of the differential methods lead to a rigorous
mathematical formulation of the turbulent exchanges. The

second method closely reflects rapid changes in MLD while

the first (integral) method simulates closely pemistent
and gradual changes in MLD (Miyakoda and Rosati, 1984).
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1.6 Earlier studies on the MLD in the Arabian Sea

In the Arabian Sea earlier works on MLD are mainly

on the distributional aspects. Sewell (1929) analysed
the properties of temperature and salinity of surface
waters in the Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal. He reported
bimodal oscillations with peaks in July and January in the
Laccadive area. The variation of MLD and hydrographic

parameters in the pre and post_monsoon seasons was studied

by various authors (Ramasastry and Myrland, 1959; Patil et al.,
1964). Ramamirtham and Jayaraman (1960) reported MLD

variations off Cochin while studying the hydrographic

features of the area. Hydrographic features in relation
to the mixed layer depth characteristics around the
Laccadive islands was also reported by Jayaraman et al. (1960)

and Patil and Ramamirtham (l962)with a range in variability
of 65-80 m in winter. Murty (1964) observed that MLD

is low (10-40 m) during southwest monsoon, moderate

(20-50 m) during summer and deep (100 m) near the southwest

coast of India. He also observed a shoreward sloping
of the surface of MLD during summer in this area. wyrtki
(1971) reported shallower MLD (about 20 m) during upwelling

season from May to September off Arabia and during July to

August off the southwest coast of India. Rao et al. (1963)
studied the wind regime of hydrographic characteristics
of Gujarat and observed MLD upto 40 m with a weak slope
of isotherms northeastward.
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MLD values of 65-80 m around Lacoadives during

winter were reported by Patil and Ramamirtham (1962).

Shallow MLD (20-30 m) was observed off Gujarat by

Patil et al. (1964). Panikkar and Jayaraman (1966)
analysing the contrast between Arabian Sea and Bay of

Bengal attributed a higher range of MLD in the Arabian
Sea to upwelling. Sharma (1966, 1968) reported upwelling

in spring and summer and sinking in winter in the coastal
waters between Cape Comorin and Mangalore as indicated by
annual oscillations in the thermal structure and

thermocline depth. He attributed the oscillations to the
upwelling and sinking induced mainly by the oceanic currents.
Variability of MLD in the eastern and central Arabian Sea
during southwest monsoon has been related to the

circulatory pattern by Sastry and D'Souza (1970). Colborn

(1975) in his extensive treatment on vertical thermal
structure of north Indian Dcean observed bimodal

oscillations in MLD and temperature with a range of 20-100 m
in the Arabian Sea. Ramesh Babu (1976) ascribed the

deepening of MLD (l5 — 40 m) during May-July north of

Bombay due to strong monsoonal wind stress. The MLD

deepening of about #0 m and associated cooling of the

surface temperature during this period (by 200) was

‘reported by Ramam et al. (1979). Rao et al. (1981) and
Ramesh Babu and Sastry (1984) attributed the deepening of

MLD during June~July in the central and eastern Arabian

Sea to heat losses at surface and current shear at the
base of MLD.
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In the northeastern Arabian Sea a progressive
reduction in MLD during March was observed by Ramesh

Babu et al. (1980). Varma et a1. (1980) and Kesavadas et al.

(l980)associated the deep MLD upto 200 m off Pakistan in

November/December with winter cooling and anticyclonic

eddy structures. Narayana Pillai et al. (1980) observed
the top of thermocline deepest during December—February

and shallowest (surface) during June-September south of
Cochin and Uctober-November north of Cochin. Thicker

mixed layers in the deep waters in comparison to shallow
waters in the Arabian Sea north of Goa was reported by
Qasim (1982).

Considerable study has been made on the influence
of upwelling and sinking on MLD along the Indian coasts

(Banse, 1959, 1968; Sharma, 1966, 1968; Darbyshire, 1967;

Narayana Pillai et al., 1980; Basil Mathew, 1982).

The role of meteorological Factors in deciding
the wind stress, energy exchange and heat transfer
processes in the Araiban Sea has been studied in great
detail especially after the Monex programmes.

Wooster et al. (1967) discussed the winds, currents
and temperature in the Arabian Sea based on average

conditions in 20 quadrangles. Ramage et al. (1972) gave
a detailed presentation of the surface climate based on
IIUE data from the Indian Ucean. A detailed survey of
the surface climate, atmospheric circulation and heat
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budget in the Arabian Sea and the Indian Ocean have been

made by Hastenrath and Lamb (1979). Duing and Leetma

(l980)computed the heat budget of the upper layers of the
Arabian Sea and attributed the cooling in the western
Arabian Sea to the dominant upwelling. The recent works
by Ray (1984) and Reddy at al. (1984) on the net heat
transfer at the surface and Joseph and Pillai (1986) on
air—sea interaction in the Arabian Sea and north Indian
Ocean are of interest in this context.

The characteristics of general circulation in the
Arabian Sea was discussed in relation to convergence/
divergence by Varadachari and Sharma (1964, 1967). Duing
(1970) examined monsoonal influence on the seasonal

variation of the currents and MLD in the Arabian Sea and
north Indian Ocean. The effect of wind stress curl and the

related convergence/divergence zones on MLD in the Arabian

Sea was examined by Ramesh Babu and Sastry (1984).

Convergence/divergence in relation to upwelling/sinking
along the southwest coast of India has been discussed by
Basil Mathew (1982).

As regards the effect of internal waves on MLD in
the Arabian Sea, there is very little published information
(Ramam et a1., 1979).

The seasonal and spatial variation of thermal and
salinitystmflxuregmd MLD in relation to oceanographic and

marine meteorological parameters in the Arabian Sea is
presented in the atlases of U.S. Navy Hydrographic Office
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(196U),Deutsches Hydrographisches Institut (1960) and

Koninklijk Nederlands Meteorologisch Institut (1952).
Similar atlases have also been prepared by Wooster et a1.
(1967), Wyrtki (1971), Hastenrath and Lamb (1979) and

Robinson et al. (1979). But they are mainly based on
average data from 10- 50 quadrangles and finer details
are lost as a result of averaging and sparseness of data
in some areas.

1.7 Description of the study area

Arabian Sea is the oceanic area in the north Indian

Ocean bounded by the Asiatic subcontinent and peninsular
India to the north and east and African continent to the

west, with a southern limit as the latitude of Cape Comorin
(80l5'N),though by some definitions the seas around the
Laccadives have been excluded. On the northern and

western sides, the Arabian Sea is connected to Persian
Gulf and Red Sea which exchanges high saline waters with

it. While Indus River discharges dilute the waters in the
northeastern corner, high evaporation rate during much of
the year makes it more saline. On the eastern side the
Indian continental shelf is broader at the southern tip,
narrowing down to about 1l0N and again broadens off Gulf

of Cambay and northwards. On the western side the Arabian
.shelf is narrower.

The Arabian Sea is greatly influenced by the
reversals in the two major monsoonal wind systems. The low

pressure developing over the Indian subcontinent causes
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intense southwesterly winds which Flow for longer periods

from May to September in the Arabian Sea. During winter
a high pressure system over the Tibetan region initiates
the northeasterly winds which are weaker over the Arabian

Sea lasting For a shorter duration from December to

January. Regional variations in intensity, direction and
duration of the winds are,however,noticed. Precipitation
is more during southwest monsoon than the northeast monsoon.

The circulation in the Arabian Sea is dominantly

controlled by the wind reversals. As a result during
summer a major anticyclonic system of currents is present.
The system persists For a longer duration (March—September)

intensifying during June—August. Along the western coastal
areas of the Arabian Sea, a western boundary flow is
present between 60 N and lOO N. The northerly coastal

flow in this area during May—Uctober is strong (greater

than 350 cm sec_l) (Duing et al., 1980). Along the
Arabian Coast the easterly/northeasterly currents are
present during this time with average speeds upto
50 cm sec‘l. Along the eastern coastal areas southerly
currents with maximum speeds upto 50 cm sec-1 are observed

during July—August. In winter a weak cyclonic circulation
system is present from November to January (Deutsches

Hydrographisches Institut , 1960). Along the western
‘coastal areas off the Arabian coast weak southerly or
variable currents are observed during this period. Reversal

of Flow towards north takes place after October and weak
northerly coastal currents are apparent along the west coast
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of India from November to January. The winds and currents

during the transitional months of March/April and 0ctober/
November are variable and complex.

In rhythm with the semi-annual changes in winds and

currents, Arabian Sea exhibits cyclic characteristics of
upwelling during southwest monsoon and sinking during

northeast monsoon along much of the coastal zone. Regions

of extensive upwelling along the Somali and Arabian coasts

are caused by strong offshore windstress components while
the upwelling observed along the southwest coast of India

is mainly related to the geostrophic Flow. The reversals
in the monsoon and current system also influence the surface
heat transfer processes, thermal structure and mixed layer
depth variations, resulting in bimodal annual response.

Warm and cold core eddies are observed along

Somali/Arabian coasts, off Pakistan and Iran coasts and
also in the Indus Cone area (Banse, 1980; Bruce, 1968;
Quraishee, 1984).

For the present study in the Arabian Sea an area
limited between 600 E and 750 E longitudes and 100 N and

25° N latitudes is selected (Fig. 1.1). This area has
been divided into 8 subareas of 5° quadrangles numbered
from 1 to 8 for the purpose of presenting the average
conditions in the annual cycle. Subarea 1 comprises of
the northeastern Arabian Sea areas at the mouth of Gulf of

0man,oFf Arabian, Iran and Pakistan coasts bounded between
020 — 25° N and 50°-65° E. Subarea 2 includes the
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northeastern Arabian Sea areas in the Indus Cone,
off Kutch and Porbandhar of the Gujarat coast limited

0 N and 650 — 700 E. Subarea 3 is onbetween 200 - 25

the western side of the central Arabian Sea between

15° - 20° N and 60° — 65° E. Subarea 4 belongs to the
eastern side of the central Arabian Sea within l50-20°

and 65°—700E. The offshore and coastal areas of Bombay,

Ratnagiri and Goa come under subarea 5. Subarea 6 is
Oat the southwestern edge of the study area between 100-15 N

and 60°-65° E. Southeastern part of the central Arabian
sea bounded between 10°-15° N and 550-700 E is included in

subarea 7. Areas around Laccadive islands and offshore/
coastal zone off the southwest coast of India from

OMangalore to Cochin limited between 100-150 N and 7o°—75 E
are included in subarea 8.

This area has been slightly exceeded to the west
for including the entire data set of Oceanographic Naval
Expedition - UCEANAVEX (1973-74) in presenting seasonal

variations of MLD and the related parameters during
winter and premonsoon (Fig. 1.2)

1.8 Scope of the present study
Studies on MLD in the Arabian Sea have been mostly

confined to the distributional aspects with little work
done to correlate with the controlling parameters. These
‘studies have been, in most cases, the offshoots of
hydrographic studies in the area. The present work aims
to analyse in depth the time variation of MLD in
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representative oceanic domains in the Arabian Sea, in
relation to the variations in the primary controlling
factors, viz., the surface wind field, net heat transfer,
sea surface temperature (SST) and the resulting mechanical

and convective mixing. The corresponding changes in the
annual cycle of surface currents (advection) and surface
divergence are examined with reference to upwelling and

sinking motions of MLD in the annual cycle. The importance
of internal waves on the variation of MLD is examined in a

limited manner using a sample data set from deep oceanic
station only.

To analyse the meridional distribution of MLD ,

variation along 600 E, 650 E, 700 E and 750 E lontigudes
is examined. A comparison of the two seasonal regimes

corresponding to winter and premonsoon conditions in the
northern Arabian Sea is presented with corresponding

changes in surface wind speed and sea surface temperature
for the area.

A simple one dimensional model for prediction of

MLD is applied for short durations ranging from 3 - 6 hrs
and the results are compared with the observed MLD

characteristics at two stations, one representing oceanic
deep water conditions and other representing coastal
shallow water conditions in the Arabian Sea.

1.9 Data inputs
The data sets used for the study have come from

various sources. Table l.l gives the details of the data,



TABLE — 1.1

DETAILS OF DATA UTILISED FOR THE STUDY
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S NO Parameter/ Area/ Source of No. of Period of' ' observa— position(s) data stations/ data/obsextion data vation
-_1 ______ __Z __________ -_§ __________ __€ _________ __§ _________ __§ .... _

1. Surface 6035-7525, Hastenrath 3072 values 1911-70wind speed/ 10 N—25 N and Lamb of J0 quadrdirection (1979) angles for
12 months

2. Net heattransfer -do— ~do- -do— ~do—
3. Sea surfacetemperature -do— —d0— ‘do. “do”
4. Surface -do— Wooster et a1.768 galues -do—current (1967) of 2 quadr

angles For
12 months

5. Mixed layer
depth -do— Rdflnsmietzfld 3072Ovalues 1853-1967(1979) of 1 quadr~

angles For
12 months

6. Average
temperature
differencefrom surface -do— ~do— ~do— -do
12D m

(To‘T12o)

_,..-,....._..~..--‘gnu-Q-2*--—-N‘--~‘-“fig-)2“—
Contd.....
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8. Surface
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temperature

10. Time series
BT and
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data
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11. Time series
BT and
salinity
data
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TABLE 1.1 (Contd)

3 4
Northern INS DARSHAK
Arabian DCEANAVEXSea (1973-74)

NPUL Data
Base

—do- —do—

—do— —d0~

S1 R.V.PRILIV
(l003D'N, (Monsoon
66°E and 1977)
435“ m NPUL Datadepth) Base

S2 C‘ M.V.PRASIKSHANI
(10 15'“ NPOL D t
75048'E, Base 8 3
and
200 m
depth)

5 6
665 23 December

1973 to
12 May 1974

—do— -do

—do- —do—

9? obser— 7-19 June
vations 1977
each

(3 hourly)

2l0bser- 19 Januaryvations 1983.
each
(hourly)
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their source and the purposes for which they are used.
Data on surface wind field, net heat transfer and sea
surface temperature are derived from the atlas of
Hastenrath and Lamb (1979). loquadrangle mean values of

the parameters for every month have been digitised from
the monthly distribution chartsand averaged to obtain
monthly means for the 8 subareas. The MLD criterion

selected for this analysis is that of 1.10 0 difference
from the surface and it tallies well with the data of
Robinson et al. (1979). MLD and the difference in

temperature from surface to a depth of 120 m (TD—Tl2D)
have been derived from this atlas.

The surface currents (advection) for the subareas
have been derived from the mean surface current values

available for 20 quadrangles in the Arabian Sea area
presented in the Atlas of Wooster et al. (1967).

The bathythermograph (BT) data set collected from

665 stations in the northern Arabian Sea during OCEANAVEX

(1973-74) along with supplementary surface meteorological

data (India Meteorological Department, 1975) including wind

and SST was used for the presentation of surface wind speed,
sea surface temperature and MLD distributions during winter

and premonsoon regimes.

The time series data set of thermal and salinity
structures upto 200 m used for presenting predictive
characteristics of MLD at the deep station, 51 (10°30'N,
660 E and 2000 m depth) relates to ‘Monsoon e 77' BT
and hydrographic observations during 7 - 19 June, 1977
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(92 observations) on board R.V. PRILIV. At the shallow

station 82 (l0O15' N, 75048’ E and 200 m depth) time series
BT and salinity data collected on board MV PRASIKSHANI

on 19 January 1983 (21 observations each)were used. In

both cases the supplementary data on wind, cloudiness, air
and SST were also utilised. The long time series BT data
at 81 has also formed the basis for spectrum analysis (FFT)
of MLD oscillations (64 observations) due to internal waves.

1.10 Data quality and density

Data base for the atlas of Hastenrath and Lamb (1979)

is the National Climatic Centre's Tape Data Facility
(TOF—ll) consisting of 4.5 million data for the entire
"Indian Ocean received during 1911-70. TDF-11 deck was

compiled from ship logs, weather reports and data from
buoys and several meteorological agencies in the Indian
0cean. The National Climatic Centre (1968) indicates that
the data are quality controlled. The data density indicated
for the Arabian Sea on the Atlas is 100-5000 observations

per 10 quadrangle. For the derived data on net heat
transfer available from this atlas, relative and absolute
errors of less than 10 and more than 20% are reported.

The surface current data derived from the atlas of
Wooster at al. (1967) is based on the KNMI Atlas

(Koninklijk Nederlands Meterologisch Institut, 1952) which

has presented average currents in 20 quadrangles. The

direction is reported to be nearest 45° and speeds in 0-5,
6-20, 21-35, 36-50, 51-65, 66-80 and greater than 80 cm sec-1
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ranges. The data density in many quadrangles especially
in the coastal zones in the Arabian Sea is indicated to

be between O—5 or less per month. This may affect
seriously the mean values of currents and surface
divergence.

Data on MLD and TO—Tl20 (Table l.2)from the atlas
of Robinson et al. (I979) is based on BT and hydrographic
observations available with U.S. National Weather Records

Centre Marine Deck (1853-1966) and with Wyrtki's Indian

Ocean Data Tape (l930~l967). Majority of this data are
quality controlled and processed by Woods Hole Oceanographic

Institution and Scripp's Institute of Oceanography, U.S.A.

In all the above cases an over all personal error
of digitisation to a maximum of % is to be added on the
final data taken for this analysis. The time series/space
BT data have been digitised at 5 m intervals after applying
corrections with respect to the SST values. Salinity data
from time series hydrographic observations were linearly
interpolated to read the corresponding 5 m values for
computing densities.

l.ll Methodology of computations, data analysis and
presentation

l.ll.l Wind (mechanical) and convective mixing depth

Computation of depths of wind mixing and convective

mixing is made using equations of Laevastu and Hubert

(1965), James (1966) and Darbyshire (1959). The mechanical

mixing due to wind/wave turbulence is obtained by



DM = 12.5 HS .... (1.1)
where DM : depth of mixing in metres

HS : significant wave height in metres.

The significant wave height is calculated using the
relationship of Darbyshire (1959).

H 0.027 wz .... (1.2)S

where W wind speed in knots.II

The depth of convective mixing is calculated using an
equation (after James, 1966),

vo\"'D : D 2.+ 2 QL_. oneC U —————r—
CPfMnT

where DC : convective mixing in metres
DU : initial MLD in metres
QL = average net heat loss for the month

CP : specific heatcfi‘Seav%¢eré¢ constant pressure(taken as 1.023 cal g“l °C'l)
‘£5 : average density of the surface layers

(taken as 1.023 g cm'3)

AST : average temperature difference in degree C
at the bottom of the initial MLD for a
depth interval of 30 m.

The average temperature difference for 30 m below

MLD is computed for the 8 subareas as follows. With an

assumption of uniform temperature in the MLD, the difference

in temperature from surface to a depth of 120 m (TO-T120)
values digitised is equal to the difference in temperature
from the bottom of MLD to 120 m. Thus the difference in

temperature for 30 m depth interval below the MLD is
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calculated as,

T = 30 (T514120)  (1.4)
TTIZU — L)

where L : MLD in metres.

The average values of T —T for the53subareas derived0 120
from Robinsonxet al. are presented in Table 1.2.

The initial values of average wind speed,MLD and

temperature difference below MLD for 30 m depth interval

pare used to arrive at the final mixing values for the
next month assuming a period of forcing of 30 days from
the middle of the month. This assumption is adopted for
the use with average monthly temperature value in the
annual cycle.

1-ll~2 SUFFBCB current divergence

The surface current divergence is calculated using an
equation after Laevastu and Hubert (1965),

— Zfiv = Ebu + Ybv .... (1.5)52 bx §Y
where U, V and W : components of surface currents

(cm sec'l) in east-west, north—south
and vertical directions.

Positive values of the sum of terms on the right
‘hand side will imply divergence at the surface or upwelling
motion. The negative values of the sum will indicate

convergence at the surface or sinking motion. The
convergence/divergence values are expressed in units of
5 x 10‘8 sec—l.



TABLE 1.2

AVERAGE MONTHLY VALUES OF TD—Tl20 FOR THE SUBAREAS

OF STUDY DERIVED FROM ROBINSON et al. (1979) IN
DEGREE CENTIGRADE
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1.11.3 Internal waves

The analysis for obtaining amplitudes and periods
of the harmonics in the spectrum of MLD oscillations is
made using standard Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) methods

(Jenkins and watts, 1968). MLD data from the deep station
S1 is sampled following the power law Zn where n is an
integer. The sample strength is 64 observations at
3 hourly intervals. The data is smoothed with a ”Hanning
window" and the spectral estimates are obtained. The
values are normalised with respect to the predominant
amplitude.

1.11.4 Data averages for subareas

lo quadrangle values of each parameter are averaged
over 50 quadrangles (subareas) for each month. The
annual variation is presented for surface wind speed
(knot), surface wind direction (degree), net heat
gain (Watt per sq.metre), sea surface temperature
(degree centigrade), mechanical mixing (metre), convective

mixing (metrel MLD (metre), surface current speed
(centimetre per second), surface current direction (degreek
eastewest current component (centimetre per second),
north—south current component (centimetre per second) and

-8surface current divergence ( 5 x 10 sec_l).

1.11.5 Presentation of time—space variability of MLD

The MLD distribution is also presented in

latitude-time diagrams along 4 longitudes namely 600E,

650E, 700E and 750E for representing simultaneous time/space
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variability in the annual cycle. For doing this the
values of MLD For 10 quadrangles adjacent to the longitude

are averaged to represent the mean values along that
longitude.

Similarly the surface wind speed, SST and MLD

values analysed from the UCEANAVEX data were grouped under

two seasons namely winter (December, January and February)

and premonsoon (March, April and May). The MLD values

are analysed, in this case, Following the criterion of
Wyrtk1(197l). The seasonal data were grouped in half
degree quadrangles and averaged to smooth out the diurnal

influences on the data to the extent possible. The average
values thus obtained are plotted and isopleths are drawn.
For representing space sections of MLD, the diagonal

sections were represented by the half degree quadrangle
averages along the section. For sections parallel to the
longitudes and latitudes half degree quadrangle averages
lying opposite and adjacent to the latitude or longitude
of the section were averaged to represent mid values to
Fall on the latitude or longitude of the section.

1.11.6 MLD prediction and evaluation

MLD and associated SST have been predicted using

methods of Laevastu and Hubert (1965) and James (1966).

The MLD values used as input, observed and predicted have

been analysed using average criterion of wyrtki (1971)
discussed earlier. For the sake of preserving the
continuity of the prediction scheme and routine,
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details of analysis are presented in chapter V. The heat
transfer units reported in chapter V is in cal cmflz min_l

and cal cm‘2 hr_l. This is mainly because of the series
of equations used in the scheme requiring this version for
integration of heat energy values in terms of calories
received For the duration of Forecast. Hence, the
difference of units presented for the annual variation
and the prediction models are retained.

1.11.7 Data handlingL computations and plots

Handling of data except that of UCEANAVEX,

computations and original plots were done on PDP ll/60

computer system using standard Fortran programs.



CHAPTER II



CHAPTER II

SECTION I

VARIABILITY OF SURFACE WIND FIELD, NET HEAT GAIN AND

SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE

A major factor influencing the mixed layer depth
(MLD) is the wind stress acting on the sea surface. The
wind blowing over the sea produces waves, which in turn

resultsin the turbulent mixing and drift currents. The
mixed layer results from the combined action of wave

mixing and wave current — turbulence induced by the surface

wind field and its depth has been computed from wind
distribution data by Lumby (1955).

Heat exchange between the atmosphere and the ocean

surface is related to convective mixing in the upper layers
and affects the MLD. The variation of solar radiation

affects the annual/diurnal cycle of air and sea surface
temperatures, cloudiness and the pressure and wind fields
directly or indirectly. The effects of these parameters
on the sea surface conditions and the reflectance

characteristics,in turn,influence the other heat budget
components such as net long wave radiation (back radiation),

latent heat flux (evaporation~condensation) and senSible_
-heat transfer.

Changes in the net heat transfer and the convective
processes in the surface layer influence the MLD reflecting
in changes of sea surface temperature (SST); An increase
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in SST results generally in the shoaling of MLD, and a
decrease in deepening it (Davis et al., 1981; Ha1pern,l983).

In this section annual variation of wind speed,
direction, net heat gain and SST in respect of the 8 subareas
of study is examined and discussed with respect to Figs.
2.1 to 2.8.

2.1.1 Subarea 1 (Fig. 2.1)

2.1.1.1 Surface wind field (Figs. 2.1 a & b)

A unimodal structure in the annual variation can be

seen For the wind speed in the subarea (Fig.2.l a) with a
maximum of 8 kts in July during the southwest monsoon and

low values (1.7 kts) in February during the northeast monsoon.
The predominant wind direction in the subarea is
southwesterly from April to August and northeasterly from

December to January. Northwesterly winds are active during

spring transition.

2.1.1.2 Net heat_gain (Fig. 2.1 c)

The annual variation pattern of net heat gain shows
double maxima in the subarea. A net heat gain from February

to June is followed by cooling in July, heating in August
September and cooling again in December-January. Heating
maxima are in May (123 W m-2)mKin1September (58 W m_2) 1

whereas the minima (cooling) are in December/January

(-40 w m”2) and in July (-13 w m-2).

The spring and summer heating can be attributed to
reducedcloudiness and increasaisolar radiation. The
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mid—summer cooling in July can be attributed to the

southwest monsoonal wind regime causing upwelling along

Arabian coasts (Colborn, 1975) and cold advection

enhanced by a decrease in incoming solar radiation as a
.result of increased cloudiness. The wind induced upwelling
and the resulting cold advection reduces the sea—air
temperature differences to zero and even changes sign during
August thereby suppressing latent heat Flux to the
atmosphere (Hastenrath and Lamb, 1979). This explains a

secondary maximum in the.net heat gain in September.

2.1.1.3 Sea surface temperature (Fig. 2.1 d)

The annual variation in SST For the subarea is

also bimodal with a maximum of 28.80C in May and a

secondary maximum of 27.508 in October and a minimum of

24.50C in January/February and 27.50C in August. The

SST pattern shows a close correlation to the net heat
gain pattern with a lag of about 1 month. The increase
in surface temperature is delayed upto October as a result
of advection and upwelling ( Colborn, 1975). The annual
range of SST variation is about 3.408.

2.1.2 Subarea 2 (Fig. 2.2)

2.1.2.1 Surface wind Field (Figs. 2.2 a & b)

A unimodal annual pattern of wind speed variation
similar to that of subarea 1 is observed in this case with

maximum speed upto 9 kts in July and minimum speed of

2.4 kts in February. Persistent increase in wind speeds
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from February to July and then a decrease to October is

followed by a slight increase in December/January

(3.2-3.4 kts). The wind direction is mainly southwesterly
during May to September and the longest of the annual cycle

for the subarea. Northwesterly winds are observed in
October and spring transition while northeasterly winds are
prevalent during December/January.

2.1.2.2 Net heat gain (Fig, 2.2 c)

The net heat transfer in subarea 2 is positive from
February to June with a maximum of l2O W m'2 in April as a

result of spring and summer heating. Mid-summer cooling

is evident in July with values of heat loss upto about
-30 W m_2. The delay in cooling in the subarea compared
to the central and southern Arabian Sea araxshas been

confirmed by Privett (1959) and Wooster et al. (1967). The
net heat transfer changes sign in August mainly due to the
reduction in evaporative heat loss and reaches a secondary
maximum of 57 W m_2 in September. Cooling starts from

October leading to net heat loss maximum of —4O W m'2 in

December/January. Colborn (1975) observed that both

reduced surface heat transfer and localised upwelling are
responsible for the winter cooling of this area.

2.1.2.3 Sea surface temperature (Fig. 2.2 d)

The SST variation is bimodal with maximum (29.l0C)

in June and secondary maximum (ZBOC) in October and minima

in January (23.4OC) and September (270C) showing a response

lag of 2 months to the annual heating cycle. The annual
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range of SST variation is about 608 for the subarea.

2.1.3 Subarea 3 (Fig. 2.3)

This area is under the major influence of the
changing surface circulation and gyres in the central
Arabian Sea, with strongest and most consistent currents
developing towards east during southwest monsoon and

weaker westerly drifts during northeast monsoon.

2.1.3.1 Surface wind field (Figs. 2.3 a & b)

The surface wind speeds in the subarea are maximum

upto 13 kts in July during southwest monsoon regime. The
speeds decrease to a minimum in November (1.6 kts) reaching
a winter maximum of 5 kts in December. The transition

periods during March/April/October are characterised by

minimum wind speeds ranging from 1.7 kts in April to

1.6 kts in October (lowest). The southwest monsoon regime
is indicated to be predominant by magnitude and persistent
with a duration of 5 months from May to September. From

November to February/March, northeasterly winds with

comparatively weaker magnitudes prevail. Northwesterly
winds are transitional from both southwest to northeast

monsoon regimes and vice versa especially during August
and October.

2.1.3.2 Net heat gain (Fig. 2.3 c)

The annual cycle of net heat gain in the subarea
is bimodal with heating (positive) during February—April

and during August—September. Cooling is active during

June/July and Uctober—January. Maximum heating occurs
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during April (about ll7 W m_2) and is followed by a
decrease nntmathngduetochange in sign of heat transfer in
June. Progressive cooling takes place upto July when an
annual maximum of cooling rate(about -A8 W m'2) is

observed. Reversal of sign of the net heat transfer takes
place in August and September mainly due to the supression
of latent heat loss as a result of strong negative sea—air
temperature difference (Hastenrath and Lamb, 1979). In
September, the secondary maximum heating takes place (about

2).47 W m‘ Cooling starts from October reaching a
secondary maximum (-40 W m_2)in December which persists

upto January. Reduction in the net radiation due to the
annual march of sun during winter causes cooling after
October (Colborn, 1975).

2.1.3.3 Sea surface temperature ( Fig;_2.3 d)

The SST variation shows bimodal oscillation with

high values in March and April and low values in February
and August with an average delay of 1 month in response to

the annual cycle of net heat gain. Winter minimum of 24.9OC

in February is followed by spring heating from March through

May reaching the annual maximum of 2908 at the end of this

period. The mid summer cooling due to cold advection and

the net heat loss during June-July results in the secondary
-minimum of 25.9OC in August. Following heating during

September results in the secondary maximum of 27.508 in

October. The SST falls from November through January to

the winter minimum in February. The annual range in
variation of SST for the subarea is about 4°C.



and a second maximum in September (44 W m

2.l.4 Subarea 4 (Fig. 2.4)
As in the case of subarea 3 this subarea is also

influenced by the two monsoons causing Qhanges in the

major oceanic circulation gyres from cyclonic to anticyclonic
and vice versa.

2.1.4.1 Surface wind Field (Figs. 2.4 a & b)

The surface wind speeds are strongest during July
under the influence of the southwest monsoon and weakest

during spring and fall. The highest wind speeds are found
in July wflfimavalue of ll kts. The summer monsoonal Force

decreases to a secondary minimum of 2.6 kts in October.
The wind Force increases during winter to a high value of

4.4 kts in December and the same speed persists upto
January during the northeast monsoon. This is followed by
the weakening of wind speed during February to May while

southwest monsoonal winds are predominant during May to

September. Northeast monsoon is active from November to

February. Transitional north/northwesterly winds are
present during March, April and October.

2.1.4.2 Net heat gain (Fig, 2.4 c)

The net oceanic heat transfer distribution in the

annual cycle For the subarea exhibits bimodal characteristics
with a first maximum heating occuring during April(95 W m_2)

2). First
maximum of cooling is observed during July (-25 W m'2) and
second maximum in December ( about -8 W m_2). The maxima

in heating during April and September are mainly due to
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the increase in net solar radiation corresponding to the
annual march of the sun (Colon, 1964) and low evaporation

(Colborn, 1975). The heating season starts from February
to May during spring and summer seasons and is followed by

the mid-summer cooling in June and July mainly due to the
combined effect of reduction of net solar radiation with

increased cloudiness enhanced by maximum latent heat flux

during the period of southwest monsoon (Hastenrath and Lamb,

1979). The change in vapour pressure gradient from sea to
air reduces the evaporative loss during August/September.

The resulting increase in net heating is augmented also
by an increase in solar radiation by the reduction in
cloudiness. From December to January the winter cooling is
active mainly due to the maximum reduction in the net

radiation during the annual march of the sun.

2.1.4.3 Sea surface temperature (Fig. 2.4 d)

The SST variation in the subarea is very much
similar to that of subarea 3 and bimodal in pattern, with
a response delay of l~2 months behind the annual heating
cycle. The annual maximum sea surface temperature in May/

June is 29°C_followed by a decrease upto 27°C due to the

mid-summer cooling. The secondary increase of 280C occurs

in November. The SST progressively decreases thereafter
.to the winter minimum of 26°C in January.'Hm'mfimmea has an

annual range of about 3°C in the surface temperature
variation.
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2.1.5 Subarea 5 (Fig 2.5)

2.1.5.1 Surface wind field (Figs. 2.5 a & b)

The annual variation of surface wind speed shows
peak values during southwest monsoon and weak during

October transition period from southwest to northeast
monsoon regime. The intensity of northeasterly winds are
much less compared to those during southwest monsoon,

showing the dominance of the latter over the eastern
coastal regions of the Arabian Sea. The winter speeds of
about 4 kts persist or decrease through the spring season
rising again to peak in July (about 9 kts). The wind speeds
decrease to a minimum of about 2 kts in October. From

November/December wind speeds increase gradually to a value
of about 4 kts in January. The wind direction is
predominantly southwesterly from June to September in the
subarea. Northeasterly winds are active during November
to January. The weak and variable windsfrom February to
May and in October are mostly northwesterly in direction.

2.1.5.2 The net heat gain (Fig. 2.5 C)

Bimodality in the annual cycle of net oceanic
heat gain is exhibited in subarea 5. The net heating is
positive from February to May corresponding to the spring

and summer heating followed by cooling mainly due to the

excess evaporation losses and reduction in radiation from
increased cloudiness. Upwelling (vertical advection)is
also accountable for cooling in the subarea by June/July
(Narayana Pillai et al., 1980). The mid—summer cooling
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is followed by heating from August to November as a
result of decrease in the latent heat loss by reversal of
vapour pressure gradient during late southwest monsoon.

Annual maximum of heating is about 95 W m'2 in April and

the maximum of cooling is about -25 W m-2 in July. This

is followed by a secondary maximum heating of about

44 W m_2 in September with a decrease in heating towards

November. Maximum winter cooling of about -8 W m-2 is

observed in December and the cooling persists through

January due to the reduction in solar radiation.

2.1.5.3 Sea surface temperature (Fig. 2.5 d)

The annual cycle of SST in the subarea is bimodal

with a lag of 1-2 months with respect to the net heat gain.
Maximum value of 290 C is observed during July. The

mid-summer cooling after July decreases SST to a secondary

minimum of 27°C in September which is partly due to the

reduction in net radiation by increased .cloudiness and
latent heat flux (Hastenrath and Lamb, 1979). The cooling
is also due to the result of upwelling off the coast of
Karwar and Ratnagiri (Narayana Pillai et al., 1980). The
secondary maximum sea temperatures at the surface are
observed in October (about 28°C). SST decreases to a

minimum of 260 C in January/February. Spring heating

results in the progressive rise of SST towards a maximum

in June. The annual range of the SST in the subarea is
about 30 C.
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2.1.6 Subarea 6 (Fig. 2.6)

2.1.6.1 The surface wind field (Figs. 2.6 a & b)

The variation of surface wind Field in this

subarea shows higher speeds during southwest monsoon From

May to September with a maximum of more than 12 kts in July.

Intensity of wind force decreases from August to a low
value of less than 3 kts in October and gradually increases
thereafter to a winter maximum speed of 5 kts in December/

January. The wind speed gradually decreases to the annual
minimum in April (about 2 kts). The mean sea surface winds
in this subarea is predominantly northeasterly from
November to February, persisting upto April. The strongest
southwesterly winds are active from May to September.

Transitional months of May and December are characterised

by the presence of westerly and northwesterly winds

respectively.

2.1.6.2 Net heat gain (Fig; 2.6 C)

The annual variation in the net oceanic heat gain
is characterised by pronounced bimodal heating and cooling

as in the case with the majority of Arabian Sea areas
(Colborn, l975LHeating starts by February and increases

during spring and a maximum of 106 W m—2 is reached in

April. The following mid»summer cooling in June/July due

to increase in evaporation and decrease in incident
radiation has a maximum value of -60 W m_2 in June. Cooling

is reduced in July with a change of sign in heat transfer
by August. As a result of the reduction in evaporation and
increase in incident radiation by reduced cloudiness
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(Hastenrath and Lamb, 1979) secondary heating continues

upto November with maximum of 60 W m_2 in September.

Reduction in intensity of solar radiation from November
causes cooling with a maximum of -32 W m_2 in December

and January.

2.1.6.3 Sea surface temperature (Fig; 2.5 d)

SST in the subarea varies in a similar manner to

the neighbouring areas, in the central Arabian Sea. The
double oscillations in the SST variation lags generally
behind the heat transfer oscillations by one month. The
surface temperature decreases to the maximum (260 C) in

January/February which is also supported by the earlier
observations of Colborn (1975). The spring heating causes
the surface water temperature to rise to a maximum of 29°C

in May followed by the mid-summer cooling causing the water

temperature to lower upto a secondary minimum of 26.10 C.

Apart from the net cooling acting to lower the temperature
of surface waters, advection of colder upwelled waters from
coastal regions of Somalia and Arabia might enhance the

lowering of the SST during southwest monsoon. This has

been earlier indicated by Saha (l974). The secondary
warming from August results in the rise of surface
temperature from September reaching a secondary peak in

October (27.40 C). The temperature of the surface waters‘
decreases to the winter minimum from November.

2.1.7. Subarea 7 (Fig. 2.7)
2.1.7.1 Surface wind field (Figs. 2.7 a & b)

Strong winds are present during June to September

under southwest monsoonal regime in the subarea with a
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maximum of 10 kts in July. The mean winds decrease to a
minimum speed of about 3 kts in October/November. The

winter speeds are a little over 4 kts during December and
January. Fairly low wind speeds prevail From February to
May with magnitudes ranging from 2 to 3 kts. The wind
directions in the subarea show a symmetry of both southwest

and northeast monsoon in the annual cycle spreading over
equal periods separated by transitional months of May and
October with Northwesterly winds.

2.1.7.2 Net heat gain (Fig. 2.7 C)

The annual variation of net oceanic heat gain is
double moded with heating periods limited between February

May and August-November. Cooling takes place during June/

July and December/January. The annual heating initiated
in February is mainly the result of increased net radiation
under reduced cloudiness with reduction in latent heat Flux

(Hastenrath and Lamb, 1979). Influence of these Favourable
factors for heating increases from March to May with a
maximum heating of more than 86 W m_2 occurring during April.

The_mid-summer cooling due to increased evaporation and
cloudiness - induced reduction in radiation results in the
maximum cooling of about -60 W m_2 in June. The net heat

transfer is positive (heating) again from August to
-November. This change in sign of the heat transfer is the
result of surface cooling in June/July reversing the sea-air
temperature difference. The annual reduction in the solar
radiation causes net transfer to become negative from

December with a maximum cooling (about -15 W m_2) in January.
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As in the case of coastal subarea 5 the cooling in winter
is very much less (4 to 5 orders less) than the mid summer
.cooling. This effect may be due to the coastal influence.

2.1.7.3 Sea surface temperature (Fig. 2.7 d)

SST variation in the subarea exhibits a bimodal

pattern with a delay in response to the annual heating
cycle of one month. SST shows an increase from 27.lOC in

February to March when a maximum temperature of 290 C is

observed. The surface temperature lowers following the
mid-summer cooling to a minimum of 27.20 C in August/

September. The secondary warming period from August

.results in increase of sea surface temperature upto
November with a secondary maximum of 27.90C. The winter

cooling reduces the surface temperature to an annual
minimum of 26.90 C. The months of maximum and minimum

surface temperature coincide with those of maximum and

minimum mixed layer depths (Fig. 2.10). A similar
observation has been made by Colborn (1975) for this area.
The annual range of SST in the subarea is 2.lO C.

2.1.8 Subarea 8 (Fig. 2.8)

This subarea presents peculiar characteristics

of surface circulations responding to the shifting monsoon
conditions (Duing, 1970). Laccadive island chains influence
the variational characteristics of the parameters affecting
the mixed layer depth (Colborn, 1975).
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2.1.8.1 Surface wind Field (Figs. 2.8 a & b)

The annual wind speed maximum is associated with

the southwest monsoon in this subarea, ranging from A to
8 kts. wind speed generally decreases after September to
the annual minimum of about 2 kts during the northeast
monsoon. Wind speed increases from October to a winter

maximum of about 3 kts in January. The wind speeds are
fairly persistent with more or less the same magnitude
upto March. The wind direction is southwesterly during
June through August which changes to northwesterly from

September to October. The wind stress during this period
is indicated to have southerly components as evident from
the distribution of wind direction during the period. This

has been pointed out earlier by several works (Narayana

Pillai et al., 1980; Shetye, 1934). The southward wind
stress components have been indicated to be decisive for
upwelling or enhancing the upwelling induced by the ocean
circulation. From December the northeasterly winds are
active and continue till January. The wind direction is
mostly northerly and northeasterly. During the southwest
monsoon season winds are southwesterly only in June/July.

2.1.8.2 Net heat gain (Fig. 2.8 c)

Heating starts from January in this subarea unlike
the other subareas in the north and west. Maximum heating

takes place during March (80 W m-2). While cooling is

observed during June and July with a maximum value of about

-58 W m_2, the rest of the annual cycle is found to have only
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heating (positive heat transfer) including winter. Minimum
heating occurs in December (about lD W m_2). This
observation is peculiar to the offshore oceanic waters only
and can be explained by the fact that the winter cooling
usually observed in other areas with increase in negative
heat transferiswhm-toreduction in intensity of solar
radiation enhanced by moderately high evaporation. In this

subarea the evaporative loss during the winter month is less
and hence the heat transfer is still retained positive with
minimum values(about 10 W m_2) in December. The bimodal

oscillatory nature of the annual cycle of net heat transfer
is observed in this subarea too.

2.1.8.3 Sea surface temperature (Fig; 2.8 d)

The surface temperature of the waters in this
subarea has an annual minimum of about 27.10 C in January.

The temperature increases during spring to reach a maximum

value of 290 C in May. The surface temperature decreases
to a secondary minimum (about 27.2°C) in September as a

result of negative heat transfer and upwelling. The effect
of upwelling in the near shore waters are earlier reported
by Narayana Pillai et al. (1980) and Colborn (1975). The

surface temperature increases during October/November to a. O . .secondary maximum of 28 C as a result of increase in net
_heating with reduction in evaporative loss (Hastenrath and
Lamb, 1979). The sea surface temperature decreases from
December due to the reduction in intensity of solar
_radiation.
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SECTION — II

VARIABILITY OF MECHANICAL AND CDNVECTIVE MIXING

The mixing processes controlling the mixed layer

depth can be grouped under two categories namely, (1) wind

or turbulent mixing (mechanical) and (2) convective mixing.

Though both processes can occur together,convective mixing

dominates in winter while wind mixing can be significant
in summer. During summer surface cooling is limited to night
time and is not pronounced. The temperature profiles will
have negative gradient near the surface due to diurnal
heating which will be mixed by wind. Under this condition
wind mixing becomes important. Convective mixing occurs as

a result of change in stability of the water column caused
by diurnal and seasonal change in density produced due to
cooling at surface or increase in surface salinity, both
factors acting to increase the density of the surface waters.
The resulting heavier water sinks to the appropriate
depth of equilibrium under stability. The depth to which
the wind mixing is active depends on the wind force,duration,
fetch and degree of gustiness. The convective mixing depends

on the rate of cooling and the vertical density distribution.
When both processes occur simultaneously the resulting mixing

can be accumulated beyond the limits of their independent
effects. wind mixing may act rapidly and irregularly while
convective mixing acts slowly but steadily.
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In this section the effects of wind mixing and
convective mixing are examined separately and compared to

the observed MLD variation in the annual cycle for the

subareas of study in the Arabian Sea. For doing this,the
average conditions of surface wind field and net heat
transfer analysed and discussed in Section I are converted
to the respective mixing values as per procedures described
in chapter I. For the purpose of comparison and assessment
of predominance of the types of mixing in the annual cycle
the curves of wind mixing and convective mixing are plotted

against the mean MLD (climatological) for the 8 subareas
(Figs. 2.9 & 2.10).

2.2.1 Subarea 1 (Fig. 2.9)

The mechanical mixing due to the wind action is

found to decrease from January (about 3 m) to a minimum

in March/April (about 1 m). From May onwards wind speeds

are on the increase causing a maximum mechanical mixing

of about 22 m. This is followed by a decrease in wind

speed reducing the mixing in November (about l m). The

annual cycle of wind mixing for this subarea has a range
of about 2 m.

Convection is very high in magnitude compared to

_the mechanical mixing during January—May and October

December. The convective mixing depth closely follows the

variation of the mean monthly MLD with a maximum difference

only in March (about 25 m). The convective mixing is
decisive in the annual distribution of MLD from January to
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May as evident from Fig. 2.9. From June to September
mechanical mixing is closer to the MLD indicating the
predominance of mechanical mixing during this period.

The reduction in MLD during March to October

is the result of spring and summer heating and the depth
of mechanical mixing is nearer to the convective mixing
during this period. The mean monthly MLD For the subarea

shows a maximum value (64 m) in February owing to winter

deepening which reduces during spring heating to an annual
minimum (22 m) in June. Cooling from July deepens the MLD

to 30 m in August and September. The reversal in net heat
transfer results in shoaling of MLD upto October. The
winter cooling due to net surface heat loss and resulting
convective deepening increase the mixed layer to the winter
maximum. The annual range of MLD variation is about 41 m.

2.2.2 Subarea 2 (Fig. 2.9)

wind produced mechanical mixing is minimum in

March and November (about 2 m). The mechanical mixing

increases to an annual maximum of about 27 m in August

corresponding to the maximum wind speeds during southwest

monsoon. Forced mixing due to wind turbulence is reduced to

minimum again after August. This is Followed by an increase
in the wind mixing to a maximum of 3 m in December. The

range of mechanical mixing in the subarea is Found to be
about 25 m.

Annual cycle of convection shows a value of 85 m

in February corresponding to the winter maximum. Mixing
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by convection is greatly reduced in June to about 27 m

as a result of spring and summer heating. Further mid
summer cooling increases the surface layer to about 50 m
in August Followed by a decrease during the secondary

warming period upto September (28 m). Winter convection

is the maximum in the annual cycle.

The annual variation of the =mean monthly MLD

shows a maximum of 66 m in February decreasing to 27 m in
June in the subarea. Unlike the other areas,the mixed
layer increases continuously Following the mid—summer

cooling from July to a maximum during winter_The annual

range of MLD variation is about 37 m.

A comparison of the results of mechanical and

convective mixing in the subarea reveals that convective
mixing dominates in deciding the MLD during winter, spring

and summer months from January to July while wind mixing

is closer to the actual MLD values observed during August.

2.2.3 Subarea 3 (Fig. 2.9)

Mixing by wind/wave action is stronger from July

to September during the southwest monsoon when a maximum

mixing of about 59 m is observed in August. Forced mixing

is diminished during the winter months with valuasupto 7 m

in January. A Further decrease during spring with a minimum

oi about 1 m in May is observed. The wind mixing is minimum
with the same magnitude during November. The annual range

of mechanical mixing For the subarea is about 35 m.
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The extent of convection in the subarea closely
follows the annual cycle of mean monthly MLD distribution
with the maximum difference of about 26 m in March and 22 m

in October. A maximum of 88 m in February due to convective

mixing is observed. This is followed by a decrease to 33 m
in June which is the minimum value of the convective mixing

in the annual cycle for the subarea. Convective deepening
after June increases to a secondary maximum (73 m) in

September. Heating after that decreases the convective
mixing extent to 38 m in November. The convection due to

winter cooling deepens the mixing from December to a

maximum in February. The annual range of convective mixing
is about 55 m in the subareaL

The monthly mean MLD distribution exhibits a double

moded oscillation in the annual cycle. A maximum of 76 m

of mixed layer depth is observed during January. This is
followed by the spring heating from March resulting in a
decrease to an annual minimum of MLD (33 m) in May. The

mid—summer cooling during southwest monsoon deepens the

mixed layer to 73 m in August. The secondary warming from

August causes a minimum in October (36 m). Thereafter,

the winter cooling progressively deepens the mixed layer
depth from November to January. The mixed layer variation

,observed in the present study for the subarea is similar
in respect of bimodality and occurrence of maxima and

minima discussed by Colborn (1975).
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An examination of the distributional

characteristics of both wind mixing and convective
mixing curves for the annual cycle presented for this
subarea (Fig. 2.9) reveals the importance of buoyancy

fluxes in the annual cycle in controlling the effective
mixed layer. From January to May the depth of convective
mixing is more and closer to the actual MLD, and thereafter
upto August coinciding with it. The maximum difference
is about 26 m in March. From September to October

convective mixing is slightly more,differing from the
actual with a maximum difference of 22 m in October. The

5.’.

wind mixing is less compared to the actual MLD and is

.prominent and closer to it, only from June to October with
a minimum difference of ll m in August.
2.2.4 Subarea 4 (1319-33)

The wind induced turbulent mixing is significantly

higher after May until October. The maximum Mechanical

mixing is observed in August when the mixing extends to

a depth of about 41 m. Values of wind mixing are highly
insignificant ranging from 2 to 7 m in January - May and
October .. December. The annual variation of mechanical

mixing is about 40 m. Convective mixing reaches maximum

in February (about 73 m) decreasing to a minimum of 39 m

in June. A secondary maximum of about 71 m is reached

in August following net surface cooling. The secondary
heating after September causes a decrease in convective

nuxing to 44 m. Winter convection is active from December

January reaching maximum in February. The annual amplitude

pf variation of convective mixing is 34 m.
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Bimodal variation of the mean monthly MLD

indicated in Fig.2.9 has a maximum of 64 m in February

due to winter deepening. The spring heating reduces the
MLD to about 39 m in May. The secondary deepening of the

MLD occurs after May resulting in the maximum value of

the layer during August (63 m). This deepening is almost
equal in intensity to the winter deepening and may.be(km to

the enhancement by the convergence of current0wym;t0the
presence of a major clockwise circulation in this area
(Varadachari and Sharma, 1967). The secondary warming

after August produces shallow mixed layers upto November

with a minimum of about 42 m. Winter cooling further

deepens the mixed layer to the maximum after January.

Convective mixing closely follows the annual cycle
of observed MLD with coincidences in June and maximum

differences upto 16 m in October in the subarea. The wind
mixing drastically differs from the observed MLD and a
minimum difference of about 39 m is observed only in July
under intense summer monsoonal forces. The maximum

difference between the wind mixing and observed MLD is
about 58 m.

2.2.5 Subarea 5 (Fig-2-10)

From January to June and from October to November

the wind mixing is indicated to be a minimum (about2-4 m).

The mixing due to turbulence is more during July-October

under the southwest monsoon regime with a maximum of 28 m

in August. The amplitude of annual variation in the wind
mixing for the subarea is about 26 m.
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An annual maximum in the convective mixing is

observed in March (73 m) with a decrease in June (34 m).

The convection increases to 49 m in August. During the
secondary heating season, mixing is further reduced in
October. Convective deepening becomes more during winter

reaching a maximum towards March. The annual variation

in the convective mixing for the subarea is about 46 m

The observed mean mixed layer depth follows as a

mild bimodal variation in the annual cycle as a result of
secondary shoaling and deepening effects due to the mid—swmmr

cooling. Secondary warming produces no significant effect
of decrease or increase in the MLD. The absence of a

pronounced secondary deepening during June/July and

shoaling in October, as in the case of subarea 2, can be
explained only by processes of progressive upward movement

of the thermocline observed in this area from June through
November. Banse (1968) observed the presence of cool

subsurface waters below 50 m during this period suggesting
upwelling processes to be active at least upto that depth
in the zone. Similar shoaling of thermocline penetrating
the surface layer during the final stages of southwest
monsoon along the Indian coastal zone from Indus river
mouth, south of Bombay has been indicated by Colborn (1975).

The annual maximum of MLD in the subarea is during winter

'with a value of 73 m in February. The spring heating
reduces the layer to 34 m in March. Cooling in June/July
deepens the MLD to 38 m. From August to October shoaling
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of the surface mixed layer is observed upto about 27 m.
Winter deepening of MLD due to the net cooling is
observed from November to February. The annual range of
variation in MLD for the subarea is about 46 m

In the annual cycle convective mixing values
are closer to the observed MLD with differences ranging
between 0-19 m. The wind mixing values are closer to the
observed values only during July-September, when actual

coincidence is observed in August. For most of the year
wind mixing depths are shoaler than the observed MLD with

.the differences ranging from 21 to 69 m.

2.2.6 Subarea 6 (Fi9~2JCD

The wind mixed layer computed for the subarea

shows a maximum value in August (52 m) and a minimum (2 m)

in October. Southwest monsoon winds mix surface layers

to the maximum. The mechanical mixing decreases in the

transitional period to reach a minimum in October. Mixing
due to the winds of northeast monsoon in winter is maximum

in January (about 9 m). The annual variation of mechanical
mixing is about 50 m in the subarea.

Convective mixing closely follows the annualnmnfifly
mean MLD variation. Intense convection is observed in

‘February with values upto 80 m. During the heating season

the convective mixing values are reduced upto about 42 m

in June. Maximum convection is observed in September

(96 m). The annual range of variation is between 42-96 m.
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The subarea is subject to the influence of the
major anticyclcnic circulation in the Arabian Sea during
southwest monsoon and also a reversal of the system during

late fall. The present study indicatesthe fact that the
MLD rangesbetween 40-96 m following a bimodal oscillation.

The mid-summer deepening of MLD is greater than that during

winter as a result of enhancement by sinking due to
convergence of currents in anticyclcnic circulation system
present during June—July. The earlier works of
Wooster et al. (1967) and Colborn (1975) have documented

similar observation for this area. The present analysis
depicts a winter mixed layer of about 65 m in January/
February. From March onwards, spring heating lowers the
mixed layer to about 42 m in May. Intense cooling of the
surface layers during June/July results in entrainment
mixing and deepening of the mixed layer supplemented by the

convergence~induced sinking. Annual maximum of MLD (96 m)

is observed in August followed by a mixed layer shoaling
during the secondary warming period upto 41 m in November.

Winter deepening starts in December and ends by January
in the subarea. The annual variation in MLD for the
subarea is about 55 m.

The difference between convective mixing and the

‘observed MLD ranges between 0-38 m for the subarea. The

convective mixing is decisive in fixing the MLD during

much of the annual cycle. Wind mixing is found closer to
the actual MLD only during June to August when the wind

mixing is about 44 m less than the actual MLD.
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2.2.7 Subarea 7 (Fig-ZJLD

From June to October wind mixing is Found
maximum under the influence of southwest monsoon. Maximum

wind mixing is observed in July (35 m). Wind mixing

values decrease from 6 m in February to about 2 m in May.

Mixing due to convection is maximum in February

(67 m). A decrease in convective mixing depth to about
44 m after spring warming occurs in June. This is
followed by the deepening of the layer to about 86 m
in September. The convective mixing shoals upto 44 m by

December. The range of convective mixing for the subarea
i8  ITI.

The factors influencing MLD are almost the same

as in the case of subarea 6. Mixed layer variation in the
subarea exhibits pronounced bimodal oscillations in the
annual cycle. The maximum value of MLD (64 m )is observed

in January/February. Heating thereafter causes shoaling
of the mixed layer upto about 44 m. The mid-summer

cooling during June~July deepens the surface layer to an
annual maximum in August (about 86 m) as a result of

enhanced deepening by surface current convergence at that

time. The secondary warming produces shallow mixed layer

depths upto 44 m during November in the subarea.

The annual variation of the MLD for the subarea

is fully described by the convective mixing with difference
ranging from 0-32 m. Wind mixing is too shallow for the
entire annual cycle to have any agreement with the
observed MLD.
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The coastal zones and southeast Arabian Sea

regions close to the Indian coast under the subarea are
influenced mainly by the changing circulation pattern
during the two monsoons in the Arabian Sea. Winter

deepening of MLD is maximum resulting in values of about

65 m in January-February. Though the winter deepening
is the result of cooling in other areas, in the present
analysis a cooling is not apparent in the subarea while
a decrease in the heating to minimal values are noticed.
(Fig. 2.10). As such,the increase in the MLD is the
result of decrease in heating during October-November and

further increase of the MLD to the maximum in February may

be attributed to the northward flowing currents of the
northeast monsoon (Fig. 3.1), which induce sinking in

the offshore waters though the winds are not augmenting
sinking. Works by Banse (1959), Hama Sastry and Myrland

(1959) and Ramamirtham and Jayaraman (1960) also indicate

upwelling upto September/October and sinking from November

to February. These observations have been confirmed by

Colborn (1975) who observed that dipping of thermocline

below mixed layer during January—February is related to

a zone of convergence between westerly flow due to

northeast monsoon drift and southeasterly flow of the

developing anticyclonic circulation in the Arabian Sea
during February. The present analysis also indicates a
decrease in MLD from March onwards due to the spring

heating upto about 39 m in May. Excess cooling occurs in
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the beginning of southwest monsoon during June/July

resulting in an increase of surface layer to about 45 m
by August. The secondary deepening during this time is
retarded in the subarea as a result of an upward shift

of thermocline especially along the coastal zone due to the
upwelling from March—April through September. The upwelling

in this area commences from south to north along the coast
(Colborn, 1975). Evidence is also available from the works
of Raghavan (1969) who has presented satellite photographs

in support of upwelling during September. Wooster et al.
(1967) do not support an upwelling in this area as the
winds during this time are not favourable for the
phenomenon. But Sharma (1968) observed that the upwelling

and sinking along the west coast of India are not only
controlled by winds but also by the oceanic currents,
playing a major role. But Shetye (1984) concludes that
during April~0ctober the coastal processes are generally

controlled by local wind stress and the nature of surface
current during this period is consistent with the
classical model of a typical coastal upwelling. However,
the present analysis supports the View that upwelling is
due to the southerly flow set in by February-March

changing to easterly and southeasterly upto September as
a part of the major anticlockwise gyre present in the
Arabian Sea during the period (Fig. 3.1). The upwelling
is further enhanced by northerly components in the winds

from August to September for the duration of the southerly
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current (Fig 2.8 b). —The MLD shoals during the secondary

"warming period from September to November with a maximum

of 31 m, in October, though majority of the area especially

along the eastern boundary of the subarea is away and out of
the continental shelf vwmre the upwelling and the
resulting shallow MLD can be upto 10-15 m at 10° N latitude

during September (Joseph and Durga Prasad, 1981). The

surface layer undergoes deepening during December—February

to the annual maximum. The annual range of mixed layer
in this area is 31-45 m.

Wind mixing is indicated to be highest during
southwest monsoon in the subarea with a range of 4-19 m

during June-September with a maximum occurring in August.

The minimum mechanical mixing is observed during March,

April and May and November/December (about 2 m). The

annual range in wind mixing is 2-19 m.

Convective mixing is maximum in February (about

64 m) and closely Follows the actual MLD variation.

Mixing by convection is at a secondary minimum of 58 m

in June. The convective mixing varies with a difference
of 0-14 m while wind mixing has a range 38-62 m from
the observed MLD.
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CHAPTER III

ADVECTIUN, CONVERGENCE/DIVERGENCE AND INTERNAL WAVES

Advection is the process by which heat is
transported from one place to another. Advection of water
due to wind and density currents plays an important role
in deciding thermal structure profile in the upper layer
and the MLD. The local exchange of heat altering the
thermal structure, largely depends on the horizontal
advection and diffusion of heat (Reed and Halpern, l974).
Joyce et al. (1980) observed that the dominant low
frequency variability in the seasonal thermocline
accounting to 6 % of the observed temperature changes

during JASIN experiment in north Atlantic was due to
horizontal advection by currents. Vertical advection of
cold waters during the upwelling period affects MLD

especially in the coastal areas.
Divergence and convergence of waters due to surface

currents cause vertical movements in MLD. Convergence

causes sinking of the MLD and associated thermal and

density structure while divergence causes upwelling or
shoaling of MLD and associated structures (La Fond, 1954).

Convergence/divergence can be semipermanent or vary at

short time intervals with the periodicity of changes in
surface wind and tides in an area. According to Mazeika
(1960) each individual geographic area (of 50 or less
square) possesses certain geographic characteristics which
affect the formation of MLD and where permanent convergence
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or divergence exists, these characteristics may be
sufficiently strong to preclude conventional mixing
processes. Apart from such extreme cases, local
conditions due to changes in convergence/divergence will
influence local MLD values.

Convergence/divergence can be estimated from local

wind currents. But this method can be subjective
(Laevastu and Hubert, 1965). A realistic approach is to
derive the surface divergence from surface current data.
The surface divergence is calculated following Hela (1954),
reviewed by Laevastu and Hubert (1965).

Internal oscillations with periods ranging from
about 10 seconds to months related to atmospheric pressure
changes, current shears and tidal forces are found to
influence time variations of MLD. The lower limit of

the period of these oscillations is set by the Brunt
Vaisala frequency. Internal waves occur at the boundary
between density layers and vary widely in amplitude and

period (La Fond, 1954; Mazeika, 1960).

The annual variation of surface current speed,
direction and its east-west and north—south components as

well as surface current divergence for the 8 subareas of
study are presented in this chapter. The characteristics
of internal waves in the Arabian Sea are discussed only in
respect to the time series data at S1 for a sample strength
of 64 observations. Fig. 3.1 shows the monthly circulation
pattern over the Arabian Sea after Varadachari and Sharma
(1967).
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3.1 Subarea 1 (Fig. 3.2)

3.1.1 Surface currents (Figs. 3.2 a to d)

Surface currents in the subarea at the mouth of

Gulf of Oman is westerly during January with speeds upto

25 cm sec'l. During February a major easterly flow is
apparent with diminished speeds. By March a southerly

flow with speeds of about 14 cm sec_l is present. In April
current speeds are maximurn (30 cm sec'l) in the south
easterly direction. Currents with speeds 16-22 cm sec—l
continue to be present in the subarea during May—October.

In October southwesterly currents with minimum speeds
(about 13 cm sec-1) are observed. The surface current

speeds increase during winter due to the intensified
westerly flow.

From an examination of the surface current components,

easterly components are more apparent from April to October

and from December to January while westerly components

are dominant during January, March and November. The

southward components are maximum during April and minimum

during.December.

3.1.2 Surface current divergence (Fig. 3.2 e)

Maximum negative values of surface divergence

(about 40 units) are observed in January suggesting
convergence and sinking for the surface mixed layer . A
moderate positive value of surface divergence during

February/March is followed by weak converging tendency

in April. Upwelling tendency is indicated from May to July
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reaching a maximum divergence in June (-25 units).

Convergence of the surface current from August to October
is conducive for sinking of the surface layer. The trend
is reversed in November with divergence at surface. But
increased convergence starts from December to January

during which the winter deepening of MLD is observed

(Fig. 2.9). This observed deepening may be the combined

result of sinking and cooling. A decrease in the surface
divergence during May/June is also supplemented by the

increased surface heat gain (Fig. 2.1 C) resmfljfig in shoaling
tendency of MLD observed. The deeper layers observed

during August-October (Fig. 2.9) can be attributed to the
convergence apparent during this time.

The patterns observed especially of convergence

in December/January, divergence in February-March and

divergence in June—July and September—Uctober are in

agreement with the earlier observations of Varadachari and
Sharma (1967).

3.2 Subarea 2 (Fig. 3.3)
3.2.1 Surface currents (Figs. 3.3 a to d)

The surface currents are southerly and generally
weaker near the Indus Cone and off Gujarat during January

February (greater than 10 cm sec_l). The Flow changes to‘a
southeasterly direction from March to October attaining a
maximum speed in July (about 27 cm secfil). The wind speed

decreases in July (12 cm secfil) and increases to a second
peak in August (23 cm sec—l). From November the wind speed
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decreases with a mean southerly flow. The mean flow in

this area is fairly agreeable with the previous
observations (Varadachari and Sharma, 1967; Duing 1970),

except in January and December. This can be due to the
errors in averaging of sparse current data from mean 20
quadrangles from Wooster et a1. (l967)for the subarea.

From February to October easterly components are

predominant while during November to January southerly

components are present.

3.2.2 Surface current divergence (Fig. 3.3 e)

Weak convergence (-4.9 units)is indicated in the
subarea from January to March. This is reflected in the
sinking tendency of MLD (Fig. 2.9) upto February.A strong

divergence is seen during April (26 units) as confirmed by
the circulation pattern during the period (Duetsches
Hydrographisches Institut, 1960). This is reflected in
shoaling of MLD observed upto May (Fig. 2.9). Convergence

is indicated from July to November with a maximum in August

(-32 units) which agrees with the observations of
Varadachari and Sharma (1967). A slight increase of MLD

(Fig. 2.9) from June to November is the consequence of the

convergence-induced sinking exceeding the shoaling effects
due to the secondary warming in September (Fig. 2.2 C).

Divergence is indicated in December which may oppose the

MLD deepening to a limited extent.
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3.3 Subarea 3 (Fig. 3.4)

3.3.1 Surface currents (Figs 3.4 a to d)

This subarea in the western half of the central

Arabian Sea has strong average currents during May to
September (23-26 cm sec_l) Flowing in the easterly
direction. During October and November the mean currents

turn southeasterly and southerly with reduced speeds.
During winter months, the currents are southwesterly and
weaker. In February the surface current becomes stronger
(21 cm sec—l)in the southwesterly direction. During March

April the currents again become weaker Flowing towards south
and southwest.

Easterly components are present during January

and March—Uctober while westerly components are present

from February to April. Northerly components are
prevalent during June—September, January-May and southerly

components are active during October-December. The

circulation pattern agrees with the results of Colborn,
(1975).

3.3.2 Surface current divergence (Fig. 3.Q e)

January is marked by convergence in the subarea

resulting in sinking of the surface layer which is
already deepened due to convective mixing during winter

cooling. The divergence of February is maximum (26 units)
and continues upto March. Sinking tendency For MLD is

indicated during April—July by the convergence with a
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maximum in May (-19 units). The observed deepening of

MLD for the subarea (Fig. 2.9) during this month may be

the result of the net heat loss upto June supplemented by
the convergence upto July. This convergence is also seen
in the circulation pattern reported by Varadachari and
Sharma (1967). After a short spell of divergence in August
the convergence trend reappears again in September.

Divergent and convergent tendencies are alternatively
indicated from October to December. The weak divergence
in December is not sufficient to balance the convective

deepening of MLD during the month (Fig. 2.9).

3.4 Subarea 4 (Fig. 3.5)

3.4.1 Surface currents (Figs. 3.5 a to d )

The surface current direction in January is
southeasterly, with low speeds (less than 15 cm sec_l).
The surface current becomes southwesterly in February

and stronger (22 cm sec—l). The speed decreases in March

and again increases from April to June (22 cm sec’l).
During April-May the currents are variable. By June the
current direction is set to northeasterly and remains so
till June. It becomes easterly/southeasterly in August
October with a maximum surface speed (28 cm sec-l)in

August. From November the average current is westerly

with high speed in December (19 cm sec'l).

Easterly components are predominant during

May to October while westerly components are dominant in

November-December and February (Fig. 2.9). During June

July the northerly components are active and fromCWDWNV U3
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May and from August to November southerly components are

predominant. The general pattern excepting for transitional
periods agmxm with that given by Varadachari and Sharma
(1957).

3.4.2 Surface current divergence (Fig, 3.5 e)

The surface divergence indicated for January and
February is not sufficient to shoal the MLD as the winter
cooling and the convective deepening are stronger during
this time (Fig. 2.9). The reversing trend in March also
does not have any deepening effect as the spring heating
and shoaling of MLD is already at the maximum, making the

mixed layer shallow. The divergence indicated in April is
also supplementing the shoaling of MLD upto May resulting

from secondary warming. The maximum convergence in August

(-13 units) coincides with the mid-summer deepening of MLD,

when the effects of both cooling and convergence seems to
be active during the month. The shoaling of MLD after
September shows correlation with the maximum divergence

(14 units) for the month. The low values of convergence
estimated for October and November supplement the deepening

of MLD due to cooling (Fig. 2.9). However, the divergence
indicated during December is in contrast to the deep
layers observed and hence may be erroneous due to the data

scarcity. The surface divergence pattern is in agreement
with the results of Varadachari and Sharma (1967) except

for the period in December—January.
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3.5 Subarea 5 (Fig. 3.6)

3.5.1 Surface currents (Figs. 3.6 a to d)

During January a weak westerly flow (13 cm sec—l)

is present which changes to southeasterly during February
March. The surface current speed increases from March.

The current direction changes to southwesterly in May
to southeasterly in Junenseptember with maximum speed

(30 cm sec_l) in August. The surface currents weaken

towards November through January. During November and

December the surface current direction changes to
southwesterly.

The variation of the current components indicates
the prevalence of easterly component from February to
March and June to September. Westerly component is

apparent during November—January. Throughout the year

only southerly component is observed in this area. The
present observations on surface currents in this area
closely resemble the patterns presented by U.S. Navy
Hydrographic Office (1960).

3.5.2 Surface current divergence (Fig. 3.6 e)

From January to July divergence is indicated for
the subarea with a maximum (about l3 units). Basil Mathew

'(l982) observed weak to moderate divergence in the same

area except in April. The convergence and divergence are
indicated in alternation from August to December. The
divergence during January is not reflected in the deepening
of MLD from November onwards in the subarea (Fig. 2.10).
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Divergence from March to May supplements the shoaling

of the surface layer due to spring heating. Diminished
deepening of MLD during the mid-summer cooling in June/

July can be attributed to the divergence during this
month. Weak convergence in August observed in the present
study has not resulted in any increase of MLD because of

the counteracting influence of the secondary warming
during the month. However, Basil Mathew (1982) has

reported moderate upwelling in this area during this time.
A possible reason for this may be due to difference in
data sets and averaging. Secondary warming in unison
with divergence observed in September seems to cause

shoaling of MLD after November. Maximum convergence

indicated in December (about -10 units) coincides with

the deepening of MLD‘(Fig. 2.10). Divergence in September

and convergence in October observed in this area are also
apparent from the results of Varadachari and Sharma (1967).

3.6 Subarea 6 (Fig. 3.7)

3.6.1 Surface current field (Figs. 3.7 a to d)

Western areas of the southcentral Arabian Sea

falling under this subarea is characterised by
southwesterly and westerly flows during northeast monsoon

and northeasterly to easterly flows during southwest
monsoon period. Southwesterly flow in January becomes

weaker towards March and April(about 12 cm sec—l) with

directions changing to southeasterly. The northeasterly
flow starts from June reaching a maximum (30 cm sec*l)
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in July. A decrease in current speed from August to
September is followed by a change in the current direction
to southeasterly with very low speeds (less than 9 cm sec*l)
in October. Southwesterly currents attain maximum values

(about l5 cm sec"l) during December/January.

Easterly components are predominant during March

to September while westerly components are active from

October to December/January. Southerly components in

the flow are observed during March-May and September

January and northerly components are observed during

February and June-August. These observations are in§pnemfl_
mfleemwm with the pattern presented in the atlas of
Deutsches Hydrographisches lnstitut (l960)except for
March and April.

3.6.2 Surface current divergence (Fig, 3.7 e)

During January weak convergence is indicated

resulting in the sinking of MLD during January due to
winter cooling. Weak divergence is indicated in February.
Convergence during March increases to moderately high

values in April (-13 units). This may be due to the
presence of the anticyclonic system in the central
Arabian Sea by March (U.S. Navy Hydrographic Office, l960).

However, the MLD has not deepened significantly during

this time. The divergence in May is reflected in
shallower layers observed, though it may also be caused
by net heating. From June to July high convergence is
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correlated with maximum layer depths (Fig. 2.10). This
agrees with the observations by Bruce (1981) and Sastry
and Ramesh Babu (l979)of negative wind stress curl and

convergence. Moderate divergence in August increases
in September and is reflected in the shoaling of MLD.
This is also the result of the secondary warming. During
October and November weak convergence indicated has

agreement to the pattern discussed by Varadachari and

Sharma (1967), though a shoaling of MLD is observed during

this time in the present analysis due to positive heat
transfer. The weak divergence indicated in December also
is not reflected in the MLD value as it appears to be
mainly controlled by the convective process during this
time (Fig. 2.10).

3.7 Subarea 7 (Fig; 3.8)

3.7.1 Surface currents (Figs. 3.8 a to d)

The southeasterly flow indicated in January from
the present analysis for the subarea is not realistic. In
February southwesterly flow is present. Southeasterly and
southwesterly flow indicated in March and April respectively

are also indicated by Varadachari and Sharma (1967) and
may be explained as the irregular features of the
transitional months. The surface flow is mainly southeasterly
and easterly during March—Uctober with maximum speeds

(41 cm sec—l) in October. During November and December

the surface currents are northwesterly with moderate speeds
(about20 cm sec—l).
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Easterly components are prominent during March

and May «October and westerly components in February,

April, November and December. Northerly components are

indicated only in December while for the rest of the year
southerly components are prevalent.

3.7.2 Surface current divergence (Fig. 3.8 e)

In January weak convergence is indicated. This
can also be associated with the sinking motion observed
in the offshore aremsofsumtmwmt coast of India as a result

of convergence of westerly flowing northeast monsoon drift

and southerly flow in the beginning of formation of the
anticyclonic circulation (Colborn, 1975). The large MLD
values in January are in correlation with the convergence
and convective deepening during this month. However, the
persistence of a maximum MLD through February is not

explained by the divergence during this time. The divergence
observed in this subarea in February has also been reported
by Basil Mathew (1982). From March to April convergence

increases to moderate intensity (13 units), which closely
agrees with the convergence zone due to the presence of an
anticyclonic circulation (clockwise) formed in the subarea
during March/April (U.S. Navy Hydrographic Office, 1960;

Varadachari and Sharma, 1967). But shoaling of MLD during

this period is caused by the intense heating (Fig.2.7 c).
The weak convergence indicated in June/July in the present

study seems to augment the convective deepening during the

mid—summer cooling active by this time. The moderate
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divergence appearing from August to September is reflected

in the shoaling of MLD. This shoaling is related to the
divergence of southerly flow in the area (Varadachari and
Sharma, 1967) similar to an upwelling motion, assisted by

the secondary warming during the period. In October a
weak convergence is present and it remains upto November,

though the secondary heating starting from August through
October is still active in shoaling the MLD against the
sinking influence of the convergence. The divergence
indicated during December is not supported by any evidence

in the present analysis as a thickening of MLD is observed
indicative of sinking during the month. This disparity
may be on account of the sparse current data set.

3.8 Subarea 8 (Fig. 3.9)

3.8.1 Surface currents (Figs. 3.9 a to d)

From February to October southeasterly flow is
indicated. Speeds are maximum in August (36 cm sec"l)

under the influence of southwest monsoon. During winter
speeds are stronger (28 cm Seoul) in January. Flow
pattern agrees well with Varadachari and Sharma (1967)

except for December and January. Easterly and southerly
components show an extensive coverage in the annual cycle.

_3.8.2 Surface current divergence (Fig. 3.9 e)

Weak to moderate convergence observed from January

to April is indicative of sinking during this period.
However, deepening of MLD is reflected only upto February.
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The reverse trend observed later indicates the dominant

influence of the net heating from February onwards
(Fig. 2.10). The moderate divergence indicated during
May~Ju1y with a maximum (about 25 units)does not

contribute to deepening of MLD till June. Moderate
convergence (-12 units) is found to act in unison with
the convective deepening (Fig. 2.10) from June to August.
The weak convergence apparent in the present analysis

from September to Uctober is not reflected in the shoaling
of MLD observed during that period (Fig. 2.10). Basil
Mathew (l982)has reported similar moderate weak convergence
near the west coast of India derived from surface currents

during the Ptriod. The divergence indicated during
November does not seem to affect the layer as the observed

mixed layer deepening due to winter cooling is more.
A weak convergence is indicated during December which may

supplement the layer deepening in winter (Fig. 2.10). The
pattern of sinking due to convergence is also indicated
by the north flowing coastal currents in this area during
the month (Varadachari and Sharma, 1967).

3.9 Internal waves (Fig. 3.10)

The spectrum of the internal waves during the
southwest monsoon (June) periods in the central Arabian Sea

comprises several harmonic oscillations with periods ranging
from 6 hrs to 192 hours. Following Roberts (1975) they may

be categorised under two viz., short period (less than
12 hrs)and long period (greater than 12 hrs) internal waves.
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3.9.1 Shortgperiod internal waves

The predominant periods of the short period
internal oscillations in MLD are around 6.9 hrs (maximum)

amd ll.3 hrs with amplitudes around 3 m in the central
Arabian Sea. The lower modes of short period internal
oscillations have periods of 6 hrs, 7.7 hrs and 10.1 hrs
with amplitudes between 1.5 m and 3 m. Using time series
3 hourly data sets, Ramam et al. (l979)reported short
period oscillations with periods ranging from 5 to ll hrs
at a depth of 50-60 m in the central Arabian Sea during
May—June with the internal wave height varying from 3 to 4 m

(corresponding to amplitudes of 1.5-7 m). This agrees
well with the present amplitudes of the short period
internal oscillations in MLD. The variability of short
period internal waves for the other months of the year
is not available.

3.9.2 Long period internal waves

The long period components of MLD oscillations

show increased amplitudes at the higher periods. The
predominant peaks of energy occurs at harmonics with

periods of 64 hrs (near inertial) 48 hrs, 24 hrs, 17.5 hrs
and 16 hrs. The near inertial oscillations exhibit an

amplitude range of about 6 m. The overall distribution
of amplitude of the long period oscillations showsa range
of 4-10 m. The range of amplitudes is of the same order
of magnitude (4-5 m) of internal tides of both diurnal
and semidiurnal periods (12 hrs and 24 hrs)reported by
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La Fond and Rao (1954) in the Bay of Bengal.

The amplitudes inferred from the present study
fall within the range l.5—lO m and a combination of one or

more of these components may occur simultaneously with

large amplitudes of layer depth.

The variability of internal waves is related to
the variability in the causative factors like wind and
air pressure fluctuation (Schott, 1971) and storms
(Pollard, 1972) and currents (Roberts, i975) and bottom
irregularities. Seasonal and spatial variations of these
in the Arabian Sea have profound influence on the internal
oscillation which could not be examined from this data

set . However, under short time scales upto inertial
periods the MLD variability can be upto about i 10 m
during the intense southwest monsoon regime over the mean

observed layer For a duration upto 8 to 10 hrs as observed
from this analysis.
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CHAPTER IV

SPATIAL AND SEASONAL VARIABILITY OF MIXED LAYER DEPTH

The variation of mixed layer depth (MLD) in the

time and space domains is the result of combined action

of many factors namely the heat exchange between the

ocean and the atmosphere at the surface, lateral advection
and subsurface mixing by wind/wave action and convection,

convergence/divergence induced by oceanic currents,
internal waves and the consequent vertical motions. As
explained in chapter 111, temporal and spatial variations
of these factors have a profound influence on the
variability of MLD in the ocean.

An analysis of the observed monthly variation
of the MLD along selected longitudes, viz., 600 E, 650 E,
700 E and 750 E in the study area is presented in this
chapter by means of latitude—time diagrams using data
derived from Robinson et a1. (1979) and the results are

discussed. Seasonal (winter and pre—monsoon)distributions

of wind speed, SST and MLD are presented For the northern

Arabian Sea utilising data of OCEANAVEX. This presentation

is substantiated also by 5 space sections of MLD in the
northern Arabian Sea depicting the seasonal differences.

4.1 Meridional variation of MLD (Figs. 3.1 to 3.4)

4.1.1 January

Mixed layer depths of the order of 60 m are seen
along 600 E (Fig. 3.1) in the northern latitudes near the
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Arabian and Oman coasts. Deeper mixed layers (about
90 m)found at the mouth of the Red Sea decrease

southwards. The deeper values of the Arabian and Somali

coasts reflects the winter convection though convergence
of southeasterly and northeasterly Flows in these areas
during the month (Varadachari and Sharma, 1967) may

supplement this.

Along 650 E (Fig. 3.2) deepest MLD (75 m) is
observed at the northern end and between 15-180 N in

January as a result of the convergence present. The
mixed layer shoals southwards probably due to the presence

of weak anticlockwise vortices which are present during
this time.

Along 700 E (Fig. 3.3) representing eastern section
of the Arabian Sea shows deeper MLD upto 70 m towards north

of 190 N latitude. Southwards the layer depth is 60 m or
less upto 45 m.

Coastal areas of the southeast Arabian Sea

represented by the section along 750 E between l0—l20 N

latitudes (off Kasaragod to Cochin) show MLD range of
65-70 m.

4.1.2 February

Excepting the eastern longitude of 750 E, MLD

distribution along all other longitudes of study shows an
increasing trend or persistence in MLD in February. Along

O60 E (Fig. 3.1) the northernmost latitudes show maximum
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layer depth upto 70 m,which decreases between 18-220 N
with values ranging between 40-60 m. The winter maximum

of the eastern central Arabian Sea (90 m) due to a
convergence zone is retained throughout this month. MLD
decreases south of 18° N.

The meridional section along 650 E (Fig. 3.2)shows
a maximum MLD (85 m) between 24-250 N due to a convergence

zone inside an anticlockwise circulation which is beginning
to Form in the month as evident From Fig. 3.1. The layer
shoals towards the lower latitudes between 22 to l9O N to

a minimum (60 m) and then a southward increase of MLD

around 65-70 m is observed upto 100 N.

Along the eastern meridiancfi‘70OE (Fig. 4.3),
northern areas show a decrease in the MLD (60 m) near

Gujarat coast. However, southwards upto 150 N the MLD

is deeper ranging between 70-75 m and decreases farther
south.

Along the coastal zone represented by 750 E

longitudinal section (Fig. 4.4) off the west coast areas
from Kasaragod to Cochin (l0—l2O N) MLD range between

60-65 m.

4.1.3 March

All meridional sections (latitude—time diagrams)

indicate a decrease in mixed layer depth due to the spring
heating beginning in March. Along 60° E (Fig. 4.1) MLD

ranges between 30-45 m in the northernmost latitudes near
Iran and Gulf of Uman indicating a southward downslope of
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the mixed layer surface. This may be attributed to the
presence of an anticyclonic circulation system in the
Arabian Sea whose periphery coincides with the northern

areas with easterly currents causing coastal divergence.
The layer depth increases southward to a maximum of 60 m
around 150 N and then decreases to 45 m at the southern

boundary of the study area. Decrease in slope towards
south and north of 150 N in the MLD suggests a convergence

around 150 N during March.

Along 65° E (Fig. 4.2) MLD variation from lU»25ON

ranges between 55-45 m showing a minimum range of variation

across the latitudes during this month. This suggests the
stable formation of the flow pattern without any lateral
reversals of current due to interplay of smaller circulatory
vortices.

The meridional section along 700 E shows (Fig.4.3)

shallower layers of Gujarat upto 45 m. Towards south MLD
increases to a maximum of 75 m around 180 N. This can be

the result of the convergence induced by the anticyclonic
gyre centred in the Arabian Sea during this time. The mixed
layer decreases Further southward to about 40 m near l2O N
and then increases to about 60 m around 100 N, showing a

wavy pattern induced probably by a secondary anticyclonic

cell around l00 N (Varadachari and Sharma, 1967).

Near shore waters (meridional section along 750 E)

exhibit MLD range of 50~55 m between lD—l20N latitude

(Fig. 4.4).
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4.1.4 April

The effect of spring heating is maximum during this
month with shallow surface layers in the annual cycle. The
general Flow characteristics indicated are northeasterly,
easterly and southeasterly north of 150 N latitude. Along
the western boundary of the study area (Fig. 4.1) meridional
variation of the MLD is less southwards upto 17° N with

values ranging between 20-30 m. The mixed layer upsloping

south and north of 140 N suggests a trough centred at this
latitude due to the presence of the anticyclonic (clockwise)
circulation in the area.

Along the central longitude of 650 E (Fig. 4.2)
northern areas have minimum MLD possibly due to the

divergence of coastal flow with easterly components. A
southward increase in the MLD reaching a maximum(about 60 m)

between l3—l40 N latitudes is Followed by a decrease

southward upto 45 m towards the boundary of the study area.
A trough in the topography of mixed layer surface induced

by a clockwise circulation around the area is indicated
along this section also.

The MLD is minimum of about 35 m off Gujarat along
070 E (Fig. 4.3). Southwards the mixed layer increases to

reach a maximum of 60 m around 180 N and then it decreases

southwards towards the boundary of the study area.

Coastal distribution of MLD along 75ONU3g.4JU behfiwfl

10-120 N latitudes showaa value of about 35 m.
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4.1.5 May

The distribution or MLD along 60° E (Fig. 4.1)
suggests the beginning of shoaling tendency of MLD to 15 m
'in the northern areas of Iran/Pakistan and Gulf of Oman.

The MLD increases uniformly towards South with a maximum

(45 m) occuring around 100 N.

Along 65° E (Fig. 4.2) shallowest surface mixed
layer of l5~2U m is observed at the northernmost latitudes
between 20-250 N. A gradual increase of the MLD southwards

upto about 55 m is indicated.

The meridional distribution of the MLD along the

eastern section of 700 E (Fig. 4.3) exhibits a similar
north-south downsloping from about 25 m at 230 N to 45 m

between 10-150 N. The downsloping of MLD southwards

suggests that the major flow is easterly which is in
agreement with the flow pattern presented by Wooster et al.
(1967) for the area.

The coastal section along 750 E (Fig. 4.4) shows
MLD around 40 m for the areas off Kasaragod and Cochin.

4.1.6 June

In the western Arabian Sea during this month
(along 600 E represented by Fig. 4.1) the meridional
distribution of the MLD reflects the influence of southwest

monsoonal current regime. The significant feature is the
northsouth downsloping of the mixed layer surface with

about 15 m off Iran/Pakistan and Gulf of Oman, 35 m off
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Arabian coast and 55 m towards the southern end of the

study area.

The central meridional section along 65° E (FigJL2)

also presents a similar pattern as that of the western
section with a north-south downsloping of the MLD ranging
from 15 m at the north to 55 m at the south.

Along 70° E (Fig. 4.3) slightly greater MLD or
about 25 m is observed at the northern latitude near
Pakistan and Indian coastal zone. The mixed layer increases
southward to 45 m around 160 N with a Further increase upto
60 m at about 100 N.

Near the west coast of India along 750 E (FigJL4)
between 10° and 12° N a shallowing tendency of the MLD

(upto 20 m) from the deeper values during April and May
is observed in the coastal zone. This reflects the
upwelling tendency of the coastal waters along the
western section as observed by Colborn (1975) and Banse

(1968). However, intense upwelling due to shoaling of
isotherms are restricted only to the continental shelf
zone of less than 300 km width (Shetye, 1984).

4.1.7 July

The distribution of MLD along the eastern boundary
of the study area represented by 600 E (Fig. 4.1) displays
marked change induced by the southwest monsoonal force

active during the period. In the northern latitudes
between 23-250 N the mixed layer is shallower indicating

current—induced divergence of the surface water along the
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northern Arabian Sea coastal zones near Iran/Pakistan and

Gulf of Oman by an easterly flow. The surface divergence
in this area is also indicated by the prevailing surface
wind system blowing towards northeast (Wooster et al., 1967).

A southward increase in the mixed layer progressively to
about 60 m around 150 N and 75 m around l20 N is observed.

Mixed layer deepening upto 95 m is noticed around lU0 N.

Though the intensification of any anticyclonic system is
not apparent during this month in the central or southern
Arabian Sea, the location of the deeper mixed layer
coincides with a convergence indicated by Varadachari and

Sharma (1967). Layer deepening due to extensive monsoonal

cooling and resulting convective turn over to a maximum by
50 m in the southcentral Arabian Sea for a duration of

5 weeks has been reported by Rao et al. (1981).

Along the central section of 650 E (Fig. 4.2l,due
to the effect of wind and current induced divergence,
shallower MLD (15 m) is indicated to prevail during this
month also. Southward increase in MLD due to the major

easterly Flow in the Arabian Sea becomes more

(60-65 m) as a result of excessive cooling in the central
and southcentral Arabian Sea during this month.

The eastern section of 700 E (Fig.4.3) shows an
increase in the MLD From June to July upto about 25 m

suggesting the effect of mid-summer cooling. The mixed
layer increases southward to about 60 m around 150 N.
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The coastal zone off Kasaragod to Cochin along

75° E (Fig. 4.4) experiences a dip in the MLD to 30 m
showing a cessation of the shoaling tendency observed
during June . Colborn (1975) observed a secondary
deepening in MLD in Ju1y—August especially in the areas

far south and west,which agrees with the present analysis.

4.1.8 August

Along the western boundary of the study area

represented by 600 E (Fig.4.l) the areas near Iran/Pakistan
coast have shallower MLD (15 m). Towards the central

Arabian Sea MLD deepens to values of 70-80 m. The MLD

is deepest at the southern extent of the section where
values upto 110 m are observed. As in the case of the
previous month the deeper values at the southern end are

due to the excess surface cooling by net heat loss and
advection (Sastry and D'Souza, 1970).

The meridional distribution of MLD along 55° E

(Fig.4.2) displays a general dip to deeper depths due to
the effect of mid-summer cooling acting to deepen the surface
layer by increased convection. Northern areas have a
lower surface layer of about 15-20 m while southwards the

layer is deeper ranging from 45 m at 200 N to 95 m at
C‘.12 N. Overall effect of the prevailing southwest monsoon

winds causing increased evaporation and cloudiness thereby
cooling the surface layer is apparent.

The eastern section along 700 E (Fig.4.3) shows

the persistence of the layer depth at the same level as
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that of the previous month (about 25 m) in the northern
areas off Indus River mouth and Gujarat. Cessation of
the upwelling tendency observed during the previous
monsoonal months For these northern latitudinal areas

is indicated from the latitude-time diagram. Towards
south the MLD increases to about 80 m at the boundary of

the study area which is the maximum due to the layer
deepening during the month.

The coastal section along 750 E (Fig. 4.4)suggests
a similar tendency of cessation of the deepening processes
at the end of the southwest monsoon.

4.1.9 Segtember

During this month shallow layers upto l5 m is
present from 250 N to 220 N along 600 E ( Fig. 4.1) showing

the effect of upwelling near the coasts off Iran/Pakistan,
Gulf of Oman and Arabia (Quraishee, 1984). The MLD

ranges from 50 m at 150 N to about 750 N at the southern
limit of the study area.

The central section along 650 E ( Fig.4.2) shows the
areas along the eastern half of the Pakistan coast having
_slightly deeper mixed layers (about 20 m) indicating the
beginning of a deepening motion attributable to sinking.
Quraishee (1984) observed the deepening due to the cross
wind orientation of the coast and the presence of mesoscale
anticlockwise eddies near eastern part of the Pakistan
coast. However, sinking motion in this area may be due to
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the continuation of the mid-summer cooling and the

resulting convective deepening. South or 20% latitude
the mixed layer is deeper upto 90 m near the southern limit
of the study area.

The eastern Arabian Sea section along 7O0 E

(Fig. 4.3) exhibits similar characteristics of deepening
of MLD as in the previous month towards the northern

latiiusdes where a layer depth upto 30 m is observed. From 18 to
015 N the mixed layer ranges between 40-65 m.

Along the coastal zone between lOO — 120 N (Fig.4.a)
the MLD is found to vary between 20-3O m. The upwelling

influence observed in the previous month is indicated to
persist.

4.l.lO October

The month of October marks the beginning of

transition period from the southwest to the northwest
monsoon and the secondary warming due to the clearer

skies and reduced upward moisture Flux results in the

shoaling of MLD in a significant portion of the western
Arabian Sea. Shoaling of MLD due to the secondary warming

makes the mixed layer shallower upto 15 m between 21-25ON.

The shoaling effects due to the upwelling along the
western portion of the Pakistan coast is probably due to
the coastal current divergence at the periphery of the
anticyclonic Flow present during this timeULS. Navy

Hydrographio Office, 1960). The MLD shows an increase
southward to about 3O m at 150 N and 45 m at the end of the

study area.
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In the central Arabian Sea along 65° E (Fig.a.2)
MLD in the northern area off the Pakistan (eastern) shelf
exhibits sinking characteristics as a result of a probable
wind induced demnndng aura the eastern coastal zone.

Shoaling effect of mixed layer due to secondary warming
observed in the southern areas is masked in this zone

by wind induced divergence. MLD shows increasing tendency

(uptb 45 m) between 17 to 20° N. The surface layer remains
almost same southwards upto the limit of the area.

Along 700 E (Fig. 4.3) offshore areas in the
north near Gujarat and the Indus Delta shows a persistence
of MLD from the previous month (30 m). A southward

increase in the MLD is weak ranging from 30-45 m. The

shallowing effect of the MLD in the southern areas can
be related to the secondary warming during the month.

Along the coastal section off the west coast of
India between 1o-12° N (Fig. 4.4) the MLD exhibits

deepening trend indicative of the coastal convergence and
sinking due to the northerly and northeasterly surface
currents prevailing during the month as part of the newly
formed cyclonic (anticlockwise) circulatory system in the
southcentral Arabian Sea (U.S. Navy Hydrographic Office,
1960).

4.1.11 November

The western section along.6U0 E (Fig. 4.1)

indicates the beginning of sinking/deepening of MLD in
the northern areas off the Arabian Coast and the Gulf of
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Uman, but retaining the shallow mixed layers of 15 m

at the northern most areas off Iran/Pakistan. The changed
wind pattern causes sinking near the Arabian coast and
the Gulf of 0man while western Pakistan coasts experience

a shoaling of mixed layer. South of l90 N the features
are almost similar to that of the previous month.

Along 650 E (Fig. 4.2) northern areas experience
deepening of the MLD between 22-250 N. South or this, MLD

ranges.between 45-50 m upto the southern boundary. Shoaling

of MLD evident in the southern areas is probably induced
by the divergence of northeast monsoon drift in the area
(Colborn, 1975).

The eastern section along 700 E (Fig. 4.3)exhibits
-sinking tendency in the mixed layer between 20-250 N, which

is mainly due to the net cooling during winter. The MLD
variation in this area is between 30-35 m. Towards south

the variation in the layer depth is very much weak between
40-45 m.

The coastal section between 10-120 N (Fig. 4.4)

displays the presence of shallow mixed layer off the

coastal zone from Kasaragod to Cochin.

4.1.12 December

Winter deepening due to convection is active during
this month as indicated by the western section along 600 E
(Fig. 4.l). Near the northern latitudes the MLD is about
45 m off the coast of Iran/Pakistan and increases afterwards
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to about 50 m off the Arabian coast. Southwards the

layer depth increases.

Along 65° E (Fig. 4.2) MLD is about 55 m in the
northern areas and increases southward to about 60 m

upto the southern limit of the study area.

Eastern Arabian Sea area represented along 700 E

(Fig. 4.3) also shows anorthsouth range of 45-50 m in the
MLD from the coastal zone off Gujarat and Indus Delta to
about 11° N.

The coastal section between 10-120 N (Fig. 4.4)

exhibitstkmper mixed layer during the month (60 m).

4.2 Seasonal variability of MLD in the northern
Arabian Sea

The BT data along with the surface meteorological

information on wind speed, SST and MLD collected during

OCEANAVEX (l973—74) have been analysed and presented

in the Form of seasonal charts For discussion under 2

climatic regimes namely winter (December, January and

February) and pre-monsoon (March, April and May)(Figs.

4.5 to 4.10). The seasonal variability of MLD is also
discussed with the aid of Four space sections (Figs.4.ll
to 4.l6)depicting winter and pre-monsoon distributions.

4.2.1 Winter (DecemberLgJanuary_and February)
(Figs. 4.5¢n7&4.9_;

During the season,winds (Fig. 4.5) are mainly
northerly with easterly components in the northeastern
part and weak westerly components in the northwestern
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part of the Arabian Sea (India Meteorological Department,
1975). Strongest winds are observed off the coasts of
Bombay and Gujarat with maximum values of mean wind speeds

upto 20 kts. Off the northern Arabian coasts wind speeds
are moderately high while off the Iran coast winds are
weaker.

The SST distribution during winter (Fig.4.?) shows
a warm temperature cell off Bombay around 260 G with the

temperature decreasing to about 240 G off Gujarat. A cold
cell centred around 230 G is found off Iran and Pakistan
at the mouth-of Gulf of Oman.

The MLD (Fig. 4.9) generally shows an increasing
trend from about l2O m at the mouth of the Gulf of Oman

to about 140 m off Iran reaching a maximum value around

l9O m off Pakistan indicating a trough like features The
configuration of MLD resembles a dome Centred

around 110 m between 23-240 N and 51-540 E off the Arabian
coast. Towards north the variation of mixed layer is from
60 to llO m. There is an extensive ridge between 20-230 N
and 61-650 E with a minimum of 50 m at the centre. Another

trough with a maximum layer of 70 m at the centre is
located between 21—22° N and 61-620 E. Off Gujarat

(2O—22O N and 67-700 E) an extensive trough with central

values of layer depth upto l2O m are observed. Off Bombay

a trough with a central deep layer upto lOO m is found
with shallower layers (about 70 m) on the periphery.
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The MLD distribution with a ridge or dome in

the northern Arabian Sea, Gulf of Oman and off Iran/
Pakistan bears a close correlation to the cyclonic
(anticlockwise) circulation existing from December to

January inducing divergence as seen from Fig. 3.1 (after
Varadachari and Sharma, 1967) and from Knox and Anderson

(l985). Divergence is also evident by the cold water cell
at the mouth of Gulf of Oman observed in the present study.
The near coastal troughs off Gujarat and Bombay will have

more relevance to convergence caused by anticyclonic

system under formation in February.

4.2.2 Pre-monsoon (Marcm xgprii and May) (Fi3s.4.6‘,/+«89¢4.lU)

The premonsoon period is characterised by low

mean wind speeds blowing mainly from west with southerly

and northerly components over most of the northern Arabian

Sea area (India Meteorological Department, 1975). The mean

wind speeds (Fig. 4.6) are maximum off Bombay, in the Bay

of Cambay and off Gujarat ranging between 10-15 kts. In
the northwestern portion, minimum speeds of 5 kts are
observed.

The sea surface temperature is warmer (Fig. 4.8)
especially towards the southern part of the observational
area. Off Ratnagiri,the sea surface temperature is as
.high as 300 C as a result of spring heating. Northward
decrease of temperature with a sharp lateral gradient
perpendicular to the coast, south off the Bay of Cambay
is observed. Off Gujarat and the Rann of Kutch, coastal
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waters are with low temperature (about 230 C) and an

offshore increase in temperature is indicated. At the
mouth of Gulf of Oman surface water temperatures are low
with a cold water cell centred around 230 C. The north

western portion has higher temperatures from 24 to 260 C

with an east—west gradient.

MLD distribution in the northern Arabian Sea

during premonsoon (Fig. 4.10) is characteristic with
shallower values as a result of spring heating. At the
mouth of Gulf of Oman the layer increases from 15 m at

the north to 30 m at South, adjacently forming an
extensive trough with a central value of MLD of 30 m
between 220-240 30' N and 61-630 E. East of this the

mixed layer topography indicates domes centred at 5 and

10 m, the latter being pronounced between 22-230 30' N and
63° 30' — 64030‘ E. The offshore variation of MLD near

Pakistan coast shows a west to east range of 20-30 m.
Near the west coast off Gujarat mixed layer is shallow
(50 m). There is an offshore trough of mixed layer
topography near the west coast of Gujarat which is centred
around 60 m. In the near shore waters off Bombay afid

Ratnagiri MLD increases from 20-40 m offshore. However,

in the offshore waters the gradient changes into a north—
south slope with deeper layers to the north.

The MLD distribution during premonsoon suggests a

correlation to the net heat exchange and circulation. At
the mouth of Gulf of Oman the extensive trough with deeper

surface layer coincides with the area of cold cell whereas
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the warmer zone off the west Pakistan coast and off

Gujarat with an upslcpe is only indicative of the
influence of the strengthening anticyclonic flow in the
area with southerly coastal flow (Wooster at al., 1965).
The same explanation can hold good for the offshore slope

of MLD. A thickening of the surface layer off Saurashtra
(Gujarat) prior to monsoon was also noticed by.Banse (1968)

off Bombay. The trough of MLD with a southward upslope

coincides with the southward increasing surface temperature
gradient which could be explained only by the presence of
the periphery of smaller anticyclonic circulation systems
in the area. ‘A similar anticyclonic (clockwise) secondary
circulation formed southwards during March is indicated in
the charts of U.S. Naval Hydrographic Office (1960). The
present indication of a local cell can only be explained
by the northward extension or shift of a similar clockwise
eddy.

Fig.4.ll shows the plan of sections along which
seasonal variability of MLD is presented.
4.2.3 Section AlA2 along 230a5'NJ off Oman (Fig.4.l2)

During winter, MLD around 120 m at 600E shoals to

100 m near 610E and then dips towards deeper layers of
about l45 m beyond 61030’ E. The mixed layer shoals after

this to about ll5 m. In the central part of the northern
Arabian Sea the mixed layer variation is less significant.
During premonsoon mixed layer is shallow ranging from 20-30 m.
There is a minimum difference of l2D m between the winter

and premonsoon layers observed along the section.
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4.2.4 Section B182 along 62Ol5'E (Fig. 4.13)

During winter the northsouth section on the western
side of the northern Arabian Sea indicates an upslope of
the MLD from north to south suggesting the influence of
the general westerly flow in the area during winter. During
premonsoon,mixed layer is shallower ranging from 5 to 20 m.

The difference between the mixed layer depths during winter
and premonsoon is about l25 m.

4.2.5 Section c1c2 e1onggo4° 1515 (Fig. 4.14)

MLD slopes down northwards from a shallow depth

of 60-80 m between 21-220 N to approximately 195 m off

the Pakistan coast at about 240 N during winter. This
slope is also indicative of the general westerly flow
during the season. During premonsoon the shallower MLD

along the section ranges between 10-30 m. The MLD

difference between the 2 regimes is about 175 m.

4.2.6 Section DlD2 (off Kutgh) (Fig. 4.15)

As there is no coverage of winter period along the
section, only premonsoon distribution of MLD is presented.

This section clearly shows the dip in MLD offshore from the
shallow coastal values of around 25 m to 60 m and shoaling

up of the mixed layers in the northwesterly direction to
about 30 m. The dip in the MLD indicates a section through
the trough of MLD formed possibly due to the presence of

anticyclonio eddy near the coast.
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4.2.7 Section ElE2 along 18°3o'E (off Konkan coast)
(Figk. 4.16)

The winter variation of the MLD indicates near

shore values ranging between 70~B0 m which drops down

to about lOU m at about 200 nm from the coast. The

upward sloping of the mean mixed layer near the coast
can be explained only by the presence of southerly cmfimal

flow during the season. Such a flow is apparent only
from February as indicated by Varadachari and Sharma

(1967). During premonsoon the mixed layer is shallower
with coastal values upto 10-15 m increasing offshore to
a maximum of about 30 m. The maximum difference between

the two seasons in the MLD is about 70 m. The gentle

downward slope of MLD off the coast suggests the presence
of the southerly flow which is also present during March
to May.



CHAPTER V



CHAPTER V

PREDICTIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MIXED LAYER DEPTH

On account of the relevance of mixed layer depth

(MLD) to applications in fisheries, naval warfare and
planetary boundary layer modelling, it is pertinent to
evolve techniques of forecasting MLD from easily observable

data such as, wind and air/sea temperatures. A number of
one dimensional models have been developed to give time

dependent estimates of the surface mixed layer depth using
parameterisation of surface fluxes of heat, momentum (wind

'stress) and buoyancy. The model developed by Kraus and
Turner (1967) does not take into account horizontal motion

(advection) and assumes that kinetic energy is generated at
surface, a constant fraction of which is used for entrainment
across the interface below the mixed layer. Their
expression for potential energy does not take into account
frictional dissipation. Giesler and Kraus (1969), Denman
(1973), Niiler (l975) and Kim (l976) have developed variants
of Kraus-Turner model. Niiler (l975)Shm%K5 that turbulent

kinetic energy (considered earlier by Denman (1973))
dominated the energy generated by the mean shear which was

taken into account by Pollard et al. (l975)for mixing a day
or more. Gill and Turner (1974) pointed out that the
convective release of turbulent energy is essential in
addition to the energy generated by wind stress. Kim (1976)
generalised the Kraus—Turner model to include both wind

generated and convective release of turbulent energy
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isolating non—penetrative and penetrative convection

depending upon the magnitude of surface cooling. these
models failed to predict the features of the thermocline
and also the variation of MLD above it, over longer periods.
This shortcoming arises out of itnorint advection effects- J J
in the models.

A simple one dimensional scheme is evolved

incorporating methods of Laevastu and Hubert (1965) and

James (1966) to give short term prediction of the MLD in
deeper and shallow zones where advection effects can be

assumed negligible. Earlier evaluation of this model
using data from coastal waters off Cochin (Joseph, l980)
indicated that for short term predictions upto 6-10 hrs
the error between the predicted and observed values of
MLD was small and within the variability of diurnal and

semidiurnal internal oscillations in the sea,even though
advection effect had not been considered. In the present
study, this scheme is evaluated for predicting MLD at the
deep water station 81 (10°30' N,66OE and 2000 m depth) and

at the shallow water station 52 (l00l5' N,75048' E and
200 m depth). In the first case 3 hourly BT and salinity
data along with the meteorological data collected on board
R.V. PRILIV from 7 to 19 June 1977 (92 observations) during

Monsoon—77 programme, are utilised . In the second case

BT and salinity data along with meteorological data (near
hourly) collected on board M.V. PRASIKSHANI on l9 January
1983 are utilised.
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5.1 Description of the scheme

In a slab (continuous density model) of sea water,
the change in temperature in the slab is effected mainly
through the top surface of the mixed layer. Considering
the lateral heat advection to be negligible, heat budget
at the surface can be written as,

UN = (QS—DF—Db-Qe—Qh) ..... (5.1)

where UN : the net heat gain at the surface

Q8 : incoming solar and sky radiation

Qt : reflected radiation at the surface

Qb : back radiation (long wave)

Q = evaporative/condensation heat transfere

Uh : sensible heat transfer.

The incoming solar and sky radiation is evaluated Following
Lumb (1964),

ED II 1.93 sincaf (0.61 + 0.2 sinac) .... (5.2)

clear sky radiation in cal cm_2 min—l
Q

I

K solar altitude in degrees.

A correction introduced by Reed (1977) is applied “to obtain

an equation for insolation for cloudy sky,

as = Q0 (1 _ 0.62 c + o.00r96&i) .... (5.3)

where Q8 : insolation under cloudy conditions in
cal cm'2 min‘l

C : cloud cover in tenths
qt : noon solar altitude in degrees.
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It appears appropriate to use the above formula suggested
for higher values of cloudiness in the tropics and
subtropics.

The reflected radiation is calculated using
relationship after Laevastu and Hubert (1965),

Q = 301“ _5  (5.4)
OC

where Ur = reflected radiation in cal cm'2 min‘l.

Following Laevastu and Hubert (1965), the back radiation

(long wave) is obtained as,

Qb "-3  '*  "    _1440

where Qb : back radiation in cal cm—2 min-1

TS : sea surface temperature in degree centigrade
U : relative humidity in percentage

Following James, (1966) the evaporative loss is calculated.

Qe : 2.46 (0.26 + 0.04W) (Ew — Ea) for Ew'S_Ea.. (5.6)

where Q8 : evaporative loss in cal cm—2 hr-l
W : wind speed in knots

Ew : saturatedvapmn: pressure at sea surface in
millibars

Ea = vapour pressure in the air in millibars.
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The sensible heat loss Qh is obtained from

Qh 2 1.5 (0.26 + 0.04 W)(TS—Ta) for TSi’Tfi ....(5.0)

where Uh : sensible heat loss in cal em—2 hr_l

Ta 2 air temperature in degree Centigrade

when T8<: Ta, a modified equation can be used,

uh : 0.036 w (TS — Ta) ..... (5.9)
5.1.1 Positive heat transfer

The change in temperature £§T in a layer of thickness L
due to heat transfer 0 over a time step43t.is given by ,

AT _ QA£3t ’ 100 Cp/UL . . . . .. (5.10)
where T : the change in temperature in degree centigrade

0 : the net heat gain at the surface. -2 . —lin cal cm min

A : percentage absorption of heat For the layer

Cp : specific heat of sea water
(taken as 0.955 cal g 'l°c‘1)

L : thickness of the layer in centimetres
-3./9

When the heat transfer from air to sea is positive

the density of sea water in g cm

at the surFace,absorption of heat takes place in the
surface and subsurface layers.

If 00 is the initial heat energy available at the
top of layer thickness L and QL the heat energy available
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at the bottom of the layer after absorption within the
thickness, the ratio of the heat energy at the top to that
at the bottom of the layer is obtained by,

0 ___ 8 -14.  (5.11)
QL

where Q0 : heat gain at the top of the layer in cal

QL : heat available at the bottom of the layer
in cal

k : extinction coefficient

L : layer thickness in centimetres.

Depending on the optical characteristics of water masses,
extinction coefficients have been classified by Jerlov
(1951). Tables 5.1 and 5.2 are based on these data,
reproduced after Laevastu and Hubert (1961), giving

percentage absorption valuesfbr different water masses
and depths.

Heating of the layers is considered taking into
account first the net heat gain available at the surface
of the different layers from surface to 150 m namely 2.5,
5, 18, 20, 30, 40 , 50, 75, 100 and 150 m by distributing
the net heat gain available at the surface to the different
subsurface layers using the appropriate percentage
absorption values obtained from Table 5.2. Using equation
5.10, change in temperature at the respective levels is
calculated and the change in the thermal structure due
to positive heat transfer is accounted.



TABLE 5.1

OPTICAL WATER MASSES (AFYER LAEVASTU AND_HUBERT,l965)

j1jj_jjjjijjj"jj§jjZ13Lf
Category Optical water Characteristics ColourNo. mass (Forel scale)
1 Oceanic, “Old” clear oceanic U - 2clear waters in productive areas

(especially in low
latitudes)

2 Oceanic, Medium-productivenormal oceanic waters in 2 — 5
medium and low latitudes

3 Oceanic, High productive oceanic
turbid and areas, especially duringcoastal, plankton bloom. Tropical 5 - 8clear coastal waters, especially

over sheep shelves

4 Coastal, Normal, medium-productivenormal coastal waters and waters 8 — 10
over shallow shelves

5 Coastal, Estuarine and coastalturbid waters during intensive
plankton bloom and waters .>lDclose to the coast where
much sediment has been
whirled up by wave action

m -Z"-‘)_jj’;_-—mj:‘j:—



TABLE 5.2

ABSORPTION OF TOTAL ENERGY (%) IN VARIOUS LAYERS OF THE SEA

(AFTER LAEVASTU AND HUBERTJ 1965)

jjij¢1j11c—Z&-10¢-11:.21:1:-:1-hunnt-no-cl;h—1j1¢§c-OCQ-UI1¢Dnq11c--—Z1j1—ljjnxjijjiiéjg

Layer in metres ______ _-gE§§9§l__Y§E§§-_T§§§ ____________ _from surface 1 2 3 4 5
0 - 2 5 71 4 78.2 84 8 B9 6 95 l
2'5‘ 5 5 8 9 1 8.1 6 5 4 0
5 — l0 7 2 7.2 4 7 3 2 0 9
10 - 20 6.6 3.7 2.0 0.6
20 — 30 3.0 U 9 0.3 0 l
30 — 40 1.3 0.5 0.1
40 — 50 l.l 0.2
50 — 75 0.9 0.1
75 — 100 0.6
100 - 150 0.1
tjjjijjj31121110-ojjjjijtjtatijjczé-01ICC-321111:-ujibvnnjfi——lU-.1-jT111%11
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5.1.2 Wind/turbulent (mechanical) mixing

Mechanical mixing is the result of wind and wave
action causing turbulent mixing and drift currents. Wind
mixing does not always produce deeper layer depths. The
effect of wind mixing is to redistribute the heat gain by
the surface layers. As the mixing is inversely proportional
to the stability of the water column it is desirable to
introduce stability factor while considering the wind
mixing (James, 1966). However, in the present schedule
both shallow and deep water thermal structures are found
to have deeper mixed layers with negligible stability in
the surface few metres, and hence the stability effect is
ignored. Following Laevastu (1960) who assumed that mixing

ceases where the diameter of the orbital path is less than
10cm, and the depth of wind/wave mixing is calculated as

DM : 12.5 HS .... (5.12)
where DM : depth of wind mixing in metres

HS : significant wave height in metres.

The significant wave height is obtained from a relationship
(Laevastu and Hubert, 1965).

2

HS _ 0.0008 W 50 + (Tw - Ta) .. (5.13)
(l + 5 W ) (l + W )F 3 t

where W : wind speed in m sec‘l

Tw : sea surface temperature in degree centigrade

T = air temperature in degree centigrade
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""I II fetch in kilometres

("1' H duration in hours

The wind mixed layers thus obtained are adjusted such

that equal areas of heating and cooling with respect to
the initial structure are obtained by the new position
of the wind mixed layer in the final structure.

5.1.3 Negative heat transfer and convective mixing

In case of negative heat transfer (heat loss)
from the surface, the increase in surface density will
induce convective mixing and the depth of convective

mixing is calculated from the relationship given by
James (1966),

2»— D 2 + 2 Q 2 onDC — U L
CP/57$?

where DC : convective mixing depth in metres

D0 : initial MLD in metres

QL : heat loss for the period of forecast
in cal. H . -1 o -1CP : specific heat of sea water in cal g C

IX) = average density of sea water in the mixed
layer in g cm-3

£kT = average gradient of temperature in 30 m
below MLD.

Heat loss for the time interval of forecast is calculated
from the heat budget equation using inputs from observations
at the beginning of the interval and the layer deepening is
calculated.
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5.1.4 Salinity effects
The salinity effects are assumed minimal and

negligible . Hence,on1y temperature gradient is considered

for stability in both cases as applicable to isohaline
condition. However, average salinity data are used to
compute density for using in equations 5.10 and 5.14
following standard equations given by National Oceanographic
Data Centre (1974).

5.1.5 Advection and convergence/divergence

Horizontal and vertical advection becomes relevant

only when wind currents of long duration and intensity are
present. Geostrophic currents are semi—permanent and do
not affect the thermal structure. Hence the final layer
depth is computed assuming no advection. As a result,
the effect of convergence/divergence due to the horizontal
currents are also not taken into account in the present
scheme.

5.1.6 Internal waves

The effect of internal waves is to generate
periodic functions of MLD. The predicted MLD is assumed

to be the average on which internal wave amplitude is
superimposed to give the currect position. However, in

the evaluation, the predicted values of MLD are without
the internal wave amplitudes.

5.1.7 MLD prediction routine

For the deep station 81,92 vertical thermal
structures beginning at 1355 hrs on 7th June 1977 and
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ending at 0200 hrs (IST) on 19th June 1977 along with
data on wind, sea surface temperature, dry and wet bulb
temperatures and cloudiness are utilised for the prediction
run. For the shallow station 52, 21 vertical thermal
structures beginning at 1015 hrs (IST) and ending at
2130 hrs (IST) on 9th January 1983 along with the
supplementary meteorological observations as in the deep

water case are utilised. In each prediction run the
first thermal structure is initialised from the observed

and MLD and SST are predicted at the end of the time step.
The thermal structure is again initialised from the
observed for prediction of the structure after the next
time step and the process is repeated till the end of the
series. In this manner forecast runs were made for

3 hourly and 6 hourly steps for both deep water and shallow
water cases. In each case the predicted values of SST
and MLD are compared with the observed values.

5.2 Deep station 51 (lU03U'NJ 660E)

5.2.1 Observed characteristics (Figs.5.l and 5.2)

Deep station S1 is in the central Arabian Sea

The observed variations in the air—sea transfer parameters,

MLD with the associated thermal structure and the average

salinity profile for the period from 1355 hrs (IST) on
7 June to 0200 hrs (IST) on l9 June 1977 are presented
in Figs. 5.1 and 5.2.

The general distribution ofvuhd U1g.5¢U duDuK;the(Mniod

was predominantly easterly with speeds ranging from 12 to
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32 kts in the beginning, decreasing to nearly l5 kts by
10 June and then stabilising around 25 kts towards the
end of the series between l6 - 19 June, 1977.

The fiet lWeat.(3air1variation (Fig.5.l) exhibited cyclic

changes with maximum values ranging from 0.23 to 0.36

cal cm_2 min“l occurring between ll00 to 1400 hrs (IST)

in the beginning of the run upto 10 June and afterwards
increasing to values between 0.6 — 0.8 cal cm“2 min”l.
A further increase to 0.7 cal cm"2 min"l was observed

after 32 June. The night time cooling ranged between
-0.4 and -0.9 cal cm—2 min—l through out the period.
-Vapour pressure difference was positive and showed

variation in the beginning between about 2 to ll mb upto
9 June and then decreased to lower values ranging between
-1.7 and 1.5 mb till the end. Till 10 July the sky was
overcast and after that the cloudiness decreased upto
14 July. Sky was overcast again towards end of the
period. The sea surface temperature was higher in the
beginning (29.80 C) which progressively decreased from
ll July reaching the lowest (28.90 C) towards the end as
a result of cooling in the central Arabian Sea (Rao et al.,
1981). The corresponding sea—air temperature was positive

throughout the period ranging from 0 — 3.50 C.

The observed MLD variation (Fig.5.2a) shows a

progressive increase of average MLD towards the end of a

11 day period from 40 m to about 75 m which corresponds

to a progressive cooling period in the area. The MLD
variation is superimposed by the internal oscillation of
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predominantly 6 and 10 hrs period with a maximum

amplitude of about 10 m. The below layer gradient in
thermocline exhibited similar amplitudes of oscillation,
but the gradient thickness does not change throughout
even after the MLD deepens.

The observed average salinity structure (Fig.5.2b)
for the period of observation at the deep station shows
vertical positive gradients of 0.13 ppt in 50 m (0.003 ppt
in 10 m) upto a depth of 50 m. There is a subsurface
maximum corresponding to 95-100 m (36.35 ppt). Between

50-100 m and 100-150 m,the salinity gradient is approximately
0.027 ppt in 10 m, positive and negative respectively.
Below this the gradient is negative and more.

5.2.2 Station constants

For the deep water station a fetch of 1000 km is
taken For calculating the wind mixing. Average duration of
12 hrs is considered for the average winds of the same
duration. The subsurface radiation absorption (percentage)
appropriate For different levels was based on the optical
water mass type 1 representing "oceanic, clear” (Tables
5.1 and 5.2).

5.2.3 Results and discussion (Figs. 5.3 to 5.10)

Figs. 5.3 to 5.10 presents the characteristics of
the predicted SST and MLD For 3 hourly and 6 hourly
intervals.

5.2.3.1 3 hourly series
The 3 hourly prediction run initialised at 1355 hrs

(IST) on 7 June (Fig. 5.3) shows a night cooling in excess
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of the observed by having predicted SST values lower by

around 10C for each diurnal cycle. A positive difference
(increase) of predicted SST from the observed in the

afternoon hours on B, 9 , 10 and 14 June with a maximum
difference of about 0.50 C is noticed. The excess cooling
has resulted in corresponding deeper MLD. Similarly
shoaling of MLD occurs whenever SST increase is noticed.

Maximum difference of MLD coincides with shoaling events

due to afternoon increase in SST on 10, 14 and 15 and 17
June upto about 30 m from the observed.

Figs. 5.4 and 5.5 presents the error evaluation
of the 3 hourly run. In about 61.4% of the intervals the
difference between predicted and observed SST is within
0.50 C (Fig. 5.4). The difference increase to 0.6 — 1.008
for 37.4% of the intervals. For about 1.2% intervals the

difference i8 highest between 1.1 — 1.50 C. Fig. 5.5
shows the corresponding error evaluation for MLD. The

difference in MLD between the predicted and observed is
upto 5 m for 54% of the intervals while for 28.6% of the
intervals the difference is between 6 — 10 m. Higher
differences in MLD ranges from % of the intervals having
differences between 11 - 15 m, 4.6% having 16 — 20 m,
3. % with 21 — 25 m and 1% with 26 — 30 m.

A comparison of the wind mixing and convective

mixing computed for 3 hourly run is presented in Fig.5.6.
Till the end of the prediction the wind mixing
length is less throughout the run by 5 — 50 m than the
convective mixing which is closer to the predicted. The
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anomolous increase in wind mixing from 2000 hrs on 13

June to 1100 hrs (IST) on 14 June and from 2300 hrs (IST)

on 17 June to 0800 hrs (IST) on 18 June are only due to
errors in the wind force introduced by gaps in wind data
on 13 June (2005 hrs, IST) and on 17 June (2300 hrs, IST).

5.2.3.2 6 hourlyflseries

The result of the 6 hourly prediction run
initialised at 1355 hrs (IST) (Fig. 5.7) shows that the
predicted cooling was in excess by maximum 1.50 C upto
16 June. But from 0200 hrs (IST) on 17 June to 0600 hrs

(IST) on 18 June, the predicted SST is lower by more than

30 C which corresponds to the error in wind forcing and
the resulting errors in heating due to the gaps in wind
data on 17 and 18 June, referred earlier. The predicted
SST is slightly in excess of the observed by about 0.1 to
0.50 c on 13, 14, 15, 15, 18 and 19 June. Predicted MLD
is closer to the observed with differences ranging from
0 to 25 m, except for great differences in deepening
corresponding to the gaps on wind data on 17 and 18 June.

Histograms (Figs. 5.8 and 5.9) present the error
evaluation for the prediction run with 6 hourly time steps.

The difference between predicted and observed SST is upto
0.50 C for 54% of cases and 0.6 - 1° c for 34.2% cases,
‘between 2.6 — 3.000 for 3.8% cases and between 3.6 — 400

for 1.8% cases. The difference in MLD between the

predicted and observed is upto 5 m for 32.8% cases, 6 g 10 m

for 38.2% cases, 11 ~ 15 m for 13.4% cases, 16 — 20 m

for 4% cases, 21-25 m for 2% cases and 26 — 30 m for
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A comparison of the wind mixing and convective

mixing for 6 hourly time steps is presented in Fig.5.l0.
The wind mixing shows shallower extent with a difference

from convective mixing ranging from 8-15 m. The convective

mixing is closer to the predicted throughout the run.

5.3 Shallow station 52 (lU0l5'NJ 75048‘E)

5.3.1 0bserved characteristics(Figs. 5.11 and 5.12)

This station is in the continental slope off
Cochin and the evaluation period represents the winter
regime. The observed variation in the air—sea transfer
parametemsand the MLD with the associated thermal

structure and average salinity structure are presented in
Figs. 5.11 and 5.12.

The distribution of air—sea transferP8PmMfi£r8UW£L5.ll)

from 1015 hrs (IST) to 2115 hrs (lST)on 19 January 1983

at the shallow site is presented in Fig. 5.11. The wind
speed ranges from 0 to about 5 kts for the entire duration.
The wind direction was predominantly southeasterly, but

changing to southerly towards the end with a short spell
of northeasterly weak winds during 1600-1800 hrs (IST).

The net heat gain is positive from 1015 hrs (IST)

to 1600 hrs (IST). The negative phase of cooling is
prevalent from 1600 hrs (IST) upto 2150 hrs (IST) till the
end of the duration. The maximum heat gain was at the
beginning from about 1030 hrs (IST) (nearly 1.2 calcmW2rMh—l)

and maximum cooling was towards the end of the duration
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at around 2130 hrs (IST) (nearly -0.2 cal cmfiz min'l).
Variation of vapour pressure difference from sea surface
to air shows a range between 0-3 mb. Cloud cover was very
low between 0 — 1 (one tenth) for the duration. The sea—air

temperature difference was positive (0 — 1.500) indicating
the sensible heat loss. The temperature of sea surface
was highest (28.6OC) at around 1350 hrs (IST), which decreased
to a minimum (2a°c) from 1700 to 2130 hrs (IST).

The MLD (Fig. 5.l2a) varied from about 70 m at

1030 hrs (IST)to shallower depths of 60 m at 1445 hrs (IST)
and 1600 hrs (IST). This was Followed by a deepening to

the previous depth and then back to a shallowest position
of 58 m by about 1800 hrs (IST). The layer further deepemxi
to the end of the observation period. The oscillations
in the MLD during the length of the observation are related
to periods of about 3 and 6 hourly durations with average
amplitudes of 5-12 m. The thermal gradients below the
mixed layer show an average range from about 4°C/10 m

in the beginning to 2.5°c/10 m afterwards.

The observed average vertical salinity structure
(Fig.5.l2b) at the shallow station indicates a slight negative
gradient upto 30 m (about 0.03 ppt in 10 m). From 30 to
75 m the salinity increases to a subsurface maximum

35.62 ppt) with a gradient of 0.3 ppt in 10 m. The salinity
change is very weak between 100 and 150 m. From 150 m to 180 m

the gradient is negative and more (0.2 ppt in 10 m).
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5.3.2 Station constants

For the shallow station a fetch of 35 km is used

with 12 hourly average wind speeds for wind mixing

calculations. Percentage absorption values for different
levels relevant to type 4 "Coastal, normal” water mass
(Tables 5.1 and 5.2) are used for obtaining the temperature
changes due to heating.

5.3.3. Results and discussion

The results of the prediction run for the 3 hourly
and 6 hourly time steps at the shallow station are presented
in Figs. 5.13 to 5.20.

5.3.3.1 3 hourly series

Predicted SST is slightly less (Fig. 5.13) in the
beginning at l300 hrs (IST) which becomes more than the

observed with increasing difference at 1600 hrs (IST). The
difference in predicted MLD remains the same, but the
values become less than observed towards the end. The

predicted MLD is deeper with a difference of 25 m from
the observed at l300 hrs (IST) which decreases to nil at
1600 hrs (IST). At 1900 hrs (IST) the predicted MLD is
slightly less by about 5 m and towards the end the
difference disappears.

Figs. 5.14 and 5.15 present. the error evaluation
of SST and MLD between the predicted and observed situations,

for 3 hourly time steps. For 66% cases the difference in
predicted SST from the observed is upto 0.50 C 8nd'fiH‘3 %

cases the difference ranges between 0.6 — 100. For predicted
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MLD the difference is upto 5 m in 77% cases and 21-25 m
for the rest.

A comparison of wind and convective mixing values

(Fig. 5.16) indicates wide difference between both ranging

from about 22 m to 50 m. The low wind mixing profiles are
due to the low wind forcing and the predominance of

convective mixing is indicated for the predicted MLD.

5.3.3.2 6 hourly series

Fig. 5.17 presents the distribution of the predicted
and observed SST and MLD resulting from the prediction run

for 6 hourly time steps at the shallow station. The
predicted SST is slightly more than the observed for the
first interval. The difference increases to 1600 hrs (IST)
when predicted SST values are lower and the trend remains

somewhat same till 1900 hrs (IST). The trend changes
reversing the difference towards the end of the series.
The predicted MLD shows maximum difference of about 20 m

at 1300 hrs (IST) when the predicted MLD is deeper. The
predicted layer coincides with the observed at 1600 hrs
(IST). The predicted layer depth is shallower by about 5m
at 1900 hrs (IST) and the difference vanishes towards the
end.

The error in prediction for 6 hourly time steps
at the shallow station is presented in Figs. 5.18 and
5.19. For equal numbers of 6 hourly intervals (5 % each)
the difference between the predicted and observed SST is
upto 0.50 C and 0.6 — 100 respectively. The difference
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between the predicted and observed MLD is upto 5 m for

50% cases. However, for the other 50% cases,the difference
is between 16-20 m.

The wind mixing is shallower than the convective

mixing for the 6 hourly series at the shallow stetion
(Fig. 5.20). This difference is maximum in the beginning
(about 80 m) and decreamxsto near 70 m at the end, The

wind mixing decreases from 70 m in the beginning to about

5 m at the end. The predicted convective mixing shows a
decrease towards the end while the maximum negative heat

transfer and observed MLD for the same period (Figs.5.ll
and 5.12) are suggestive of convective deepening. This
contrast in the predicted shallowing of the MLD is due to
the perturbation of the internal oscillation making the MLD
input at 1630 hrs (IST) shallower uptc about 60 m. This
results in the deepening of predicted MLD due to negative
heat transfer to an extent less than the observed deepening.

5.4 Conclusions

The predictive scheme which does not take into

account advection and salinity effects is found to be
sensitive to both wind forcing and heating. In fact the

model equations used predict more cooling and corresponding
deepening of MLD during night time. The prediction run for
3 hourly and 6 hourly time steps is more sensitive to the
wind forcing which may result in errors due to data gaps.
However, the differences are found to be well within the

range of internal wave variability in the Arabian Sea
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and within the limits imposed by this, the scheme is
satisfactory for predicting short term variations from
3-6 hrs in the deep site during June (southwest monsoon)

and in the shallow site during winter regime.

As the MLD parameterisation is based on the average

criterion of Wyrtki (1971) the scheme is unable to take
into account the formation of transient thermoclines. The

use of averaged fluxes For (3 hourly and 6 hourly)predicting
the SST and MLD may result in the excess cooling and heating

and corresponding deepening or shoaling of MLD as has been

observed by Elsberry et al. (1984) who omitted advective and

salinity effects in their one dimensional model for short
time scale. The non-inclusion of salinity effects in
accounting stability during turbulent and convective mixing
can be a set back for cases where sharp salinity gradient
exists (Miller, 1976).
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CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSlUNS

This thesis is the result of an elaborate study on
the mixed layer depth (MLD) and the various oceanic

environmental factors controlling it in the Arabian Sea
examining its predictability on annual and short term basis.
To accomplish this, the study area between 100 — 250 N

latitudes and 600 — 750 E longitudes in the Arabian Sea
is divided into 8 subareas of 50 quadrangles. The
distribution of monthly means of the surface wind field, net
heat exchange mKi868€%WTmN¥tWMWF3UH9 (SST) over each subarea

in the annual cycle is examined. The corresponding wind
(mechanical) and convective mixing values are computed and

presented along with the observed mean MLD for the subareas

in the annual cycle. Effects of advection due to surface
currents and surface divergence (convergence and divergence)
for these subareas are examined for correlating the MLD
variations. A representative time series data from typical
deep water station under southwest monsoonal forcing is
analysed for the spectral components to estimate the
amplitude perturbations on the mean MLD variation.

The spatial variability of MLD is examined along

four selected longitudes depicting the monthly variations.
The spatial distribution of MLD is also examined in relation
to the wind speed and SST distribution in the northern

Arabian Sea under two climatic regimes viz., winter
(December, January and February) and premonsoon (March,

April and May)
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Finally, the short term predictability of MLD and
SST is examined by evaluating a one dimensional prediction
scheme, using only surface exchanges of momentum by wind

and heat transfer, neglecting advection and salinity effects
on stability for two stations, one deep and the other shallow
in the Arabian Sea.

The average distribution of the surface wind field
analysed in the present study indicates the dominance of
southwest monsoonal wind forcing both by duration and

severity. The southwesterly winds are observed to be
established by May, persisting through September. Even
in May and September, at the beginning and end of the
southwest monsoon, average wind speeds over significant

areas exceed the maximum speed observed at the height of

the northeast monsoon. In contrast, the northeast monsoon
winds are weaker and pronounced during November—January,

though in some areas of the central Arabian See, this period
is from November to March. The present analysis has

indicated that the wind speeds generally increase rrom
coastal zones towards the central oceanic area during both
monsoons in the Arabian Sea.

The monsoon—controlled Arabian Sea exhibits unique

characteristics of bimodality in the annual signals of net.
heat transfer, SST and MLD. The strong periodic upwelling
and mid-summer surface layer cooling are distinctive features
modifying the annual variations of these parameters.

Annual cycle of net heat transfer examined for each
subarea in the Arabian Sea reveals double maxima corresponding
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to heating in April/May and secondary warming in August/

September. The heating generally starts in February and
lasts till June in the northern Arabian Sea while it lasts
upto May in the central and southern Arabian Sea. The spring
and summer heating is maximum in the northern areas (about
120 W m"2) whereas it is minimum off the southwest coast

of India (about 80 W m—2). The secondary warming at the end

of the southwest monsoon starts generally in August and

continues upto November except in the southwest coast of
India. The secondary warming results from the reduction
in the latent heat loss due to a reversal in the vapour
pressure gradient after the onset of southwest monsoon and
increase in radiation due to a reduction in cloudiness. The

minima in net heat transfer corresponding to the cooling
occur in December/January and June/July.

The winter cooling has lower intensity in the central
and southern subareas (about -8 W m'2) to -15 W m'2) while

higher values (-40 W m-2 and more) are observed in the
northern subareas. In the subarea near the southwest coast

of India, net heat transfer is positive after July without
any interruption of winter cooling (negative heat transfer) ,though

the positive heat transfer progressively decreases to a minimum in

December (about 10 W m_2), as revealed by the present study.
mid-summer cooling results from increase in evaporation

.and reduction in incoming radiation due to cloudiness,
supplemented by cold advection and upwelling in the Arabian

Sea. The surface cooling in July is less (-13 W m_2 to

-30 W m—2) in the northern Arabian Sea. The mid-summer

cooling is intense and more than the winter cooling in most
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of the areas in central and southern Arabian Sea
(-50 w m’2 to -70 w m"2).

The study of SST variation reveals a bimodal seasonal

cycle whose response is round to lag by 1-2 months behind

the net heating with respect to the peaks. The annual
range in SST variation is more in the northern parts (AOC)
and 1888 towards central (308) and southern parts (208).
In the present analysis, excepting the coastal areas of
southwest coast of India during upwelling season, SST
maxima and minima have generally coincided with MLD shoaling

and deepening respectively.

The analysis of mean distribution of MLD over the

annual cycle For the 8 subareas in the present study reveals
a variability of about 20 — 100 m in the Arabian Sea, whereas

closer averaging used for the study on seasonal variability
has revealed a higher range of 5 - 195 m. The erfect of
complete reversal in the atmospheric and oceanic circulation
along with bimodal characteristic_ of heating has given the
MLD a bimodal pattern of annual variation, evident in the
present analysis for majority of the subareas, excepting
northern and east coastal areas where a unimodal trend is

apparent. MLD deepens during winter and mid~summer cooling,

(December-February and July—September). In the northern and

eastern coastal areas, the secondary deepening in mid—summer
is supressed due to coastal divergence and upwelling processes.
Shoaling of MLD takes place due to net heating at surface

during March—June and August—October. On the basis of 50

tuadrangle averages,northern areas show shallower MLD
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(20 - 30 m) compared to the central and southern areas

(33-44 m) due to the difrerence in heating. The mid-summer
deepening in MLD is pronounced in the northern, western

and central Arabian Sea, whereas winter deepening is

significant in all subareas. The shoaling of MLD in
September/October is of equal intensity as that during
April/May in most of the areas except near the southwest
coast of India, where MLD shoals up to a greater extent
during this time under the influence of upwelling. Winter
deepening of MLD ranges between 65-76 m based on 50 average

data, the lower values corresponding to eastern coastal
areas and higher values corresponding to northern and
central areas.

Utilising the mean wind field and net heat transfer
cycle analysed for the subareas, the mechanical and
convective mixing values computed indicate that convective
mixing closely describes the annual cycle of MLD in all the
subareas while wind mixing seems significant only during
July—September (22-52 m). The mechanical mixing due to

wind exhibits an annual range of I -"60 m with low values

in the northern and eastern coastal areas and high values
in the central Arabian Sea. The difference between the

mean observed MLD and the'wind mixing during the period of,
intense wind force (July-September) ranged between 8-44 m.

The convective mixing, on the other hand, shows difference

from the observed MLD (0-35 m) mainly during the heating

periods (March—May and September—Uctober).
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The average aovection examined for the subareas

indicates only the response of the surface circulation to
the changing monsoonal systems. From December to February,

the surface currents are westerly and northwesterly in the
northern and central subareas. ln the eastern coastal
subareas northerly or northwesterly flow is indicated.
From March to October southerly/southwesterly and south

easterly flows are prevalent in the Arabian sea. Maximum
surface current speeds occur during May—September (16-40

cm sec"l) in the Arabian Sea with higher speeds occurring
along western and eastern coastal zones. The currents are
weaker during winter under the influence of northeast monsoon.

The direct impact of advection is examined only from the

derived surface divergence pattern for the subareas.

Convergence and divergence seems to enhance or

supress the processes of shoaling or deepening due to
meeting and cooling in the annual cycle. In most of the
subareas in the Arabian Sea, deepening of MLD due to

winter cooling in January is found to be augmented by
convergence, inducing sinking. The maximum deepening in

4LD due to mid-summer cooling in July-September in the

najority of subareas, is found to be enhanced by surface
convergence (upto -35 units). Similarly the shoaling of
%LD during March-May in a significant portion of the

Irabian Sea is found supplemented by divergence causing

Jpwelling (upto about 20 units). For the long term predictive
characteristics, the differences in MLD from wlnd and

zonvective mixing could be reasonably reduced by qumfintathmly
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incorporating the convergence and divergence effects, as
examined in the present study.

FFI analysis of the spectrum of internal oscillations
sampled at 3 hourly intervals for l92 hours from the deep
station in the central Arabian Sea during southwest monsoon
implies that amplitude perturbations of the order of ]”5—3rn
in the short period ( less than l2 hrs) and 4-10 m in the
long period (greater than l2 hrs)domains are possible over
the mean MLD predicted For an area in the central Arabian

Sea. However, these amplitudes can increase due to
overlapping of the component amplitudes.

The spatial variability or MLD examined along Four

meridional (600, 65° , 700 and 750 E longitudes) time

sections suggest the influence of reversals in the
circulation pattern. During December—February, MLD

topography indicated is of dome shape, especially along the
western longitudes in the study area due to the presence of
cyclonic circulation (anticlockwise) with shallow MLD

(40-60 m) around 180-220 N latitudes, with higher values

(75-90 m) north and south of it. The pattern is very
vague in the eastern section. From March to October,
a southward downsloping of MLD surface is apparent along

all meridional — time sections, suggesting the presence

of a major anticyclonic (clockwise) and easterly flow.
The slope is maximum along the western longitudes in August

with 10 m at 25° N to 115 m at 10-110 N. This deepening
of MLD in the central and western zones in the study area

during June—August is the result of cooling and convergence
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causing entrainment mixing at the base of MLD. At the

same time eastern coastal zone between 100-150 N experiences

shoaling of MLD (15-30 m) due to upwelling, induced by

southerly coastal Flow and enhanced by weak longshore

components of wind. The upwelling effects are also
indicated in the coastal zone off Pakistan/Iran/Gulf of
0man(upto 50 m of MLD) during this time, as a result of
wind/current divergence. The transition months of March
and October/November are characterised by little changes

in the slopes of MLD along the meridional sections.

The seasonal variability of MLD in relation to
-wind speed and SST based on %O averaged data has revealed

differences in the patterns during winter and premonsoon

regimes. During winter, SST distribution in the northern
Arabian Sea is characterised by warm cell (around 2608)
off Bombay and cold cell (around 230C) off Pakistan/Iran
coasts, which coincide with corresponding trough of MLD

(around 100 m) indicating anticyclonic eddy and dome of

MLD (around llO m) indicating a cyclonic eddy respectively

during the period. The deepest MLD (greater than l9U m)
is observed in the northeastern portion off Karachi. The
overall pattern during winter suggests that a mean cyclonic
circulation in the northern Arabian Sea is embedded with

anticyclonic eddies off Bombay and Gujarat and cyclonic

eddy in the northeastern portion of the study area.

During the premonsoon regime a warm cell of SST

(around 30°C) off Bombay coincides with a trough or MLD

(around 40 m) due to an anticyclonic eddy in the area.
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Presence of cold cells (around 230C) is Found related to
the dome of MLD (around 10-20 m) in the centre of northern

Arabian Sea area, due to a cyclonic eddy. Similarly
extensive trough of MLD at the mouth of Gulf of Oman

(around 30 m) and off Kutch (around 50 m) are found related

to anticyclcnic eddies. These observations point out the
importance of eddies especially in the northern and eastern
coastal zones in the study area, interacting with the MLD
variability in space and time domains.

The winter regime presents deep MLD and premonsoon

shallow in the northern Arabian Sea. Zonal section off

Oman shows a range of 20-145 m in MLD between the two

regimes, while the meridional sections indicate a variability
of 5-190 m.

A one dimensional prediction scheme evolved from

Laevastu (1965) and James (1966) For use with readily
available parameters of wind and air—sea temperatures,

with its assumption of no advection and salinity gradients
has worked well to predict MLD variability on short term
basis upto 6 hrs within the range of variability of internal
waves. This scheme parameterisis the MLD changes due to

wsorption of surface heat energy, mixing by wind and
mnvection. Prediction evaluation at 3 hourly intervals
w,the deep station in June in the Arabian Sea shows MLD

fifferences upto 5 m and 6-10 m in 54% and 29% cases

espectively while SST differs upto D.5°C in 6 % cases.

hourly predictions at the deep station indicate MLD
ifferences upto 5 m and 6-10 m in 3 % and 3 % cases
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respectively and SST differences upto 0.508 in 54% cases.

3 hourly predictions at the shallow station during January
showed MLD differences upto 5 m in 77% cases and SST

differences upto 0.500 in 6 % of cases . In the case of
6 hourly predictions at the shallow station, MLD differs
upto 5 m in 50% cases and SST upto 0.500 in 50% cases
respectively. Maximum differences in MLD of 25 m and SST

of 1.500 were observed for deep station while respective
differences in shallow station were 20 m and 1°C. From
the evaluation it is also observed that for the southwest
monsoon cooling and winter regimes the predicted MLD closely

follows the convective mixing forecasts, while wind mixing
is shallower in both deep and shallow water cases.

The model however suffers from the set back that

due to the assumption of average 3/6 hourly fluxes of wind

and heat energy, the model equations seem to over predict
cooling and deepening of MLD during night. Similarly, it
predicts slightly excess heating and shoaling of MLD in
the afternoon hours. The scheme is also not capable of
predicting transient thermoclines in the MLD, as it treats
MLD as a single slab by definition.

In conclusion, long term predictionsof MLD can

be improved by incorporating the effects of advection,
convergence/divergence in addition to the momentum and

heat transfer processes. Short term predictions could be
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reasonably made,using one dimensional scheme of the

present study upto 6 hours. For better results, integral
models using grld data of temperature, salinity and
currents to evolve-advective influences are suggested.
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